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PRRFACR 

Because of the fact that the writer was not advised until some 

weeks after the close of the field season that the responsibility of pre- 

paring the current progress report would be his, some dataare lacking that 

otherwise would have been included. Foremost amongst such needed information 

is more complete cent data pertaining to the mining operation at Kichel, 

and more extensive photographic coverage to help the reader visualize the 

terrain and specific pieces of work that were accomplished. 

The very fine earlier reports written by, or for, the Corporation 

have been drawn upon freely. These reports, by Old, et. al. and the three 

by Sweeney, have Drovlded much information to the current report and have 

added grer.tly to it. 

Fc: the combined purposes of convenience and brevity, several 

abbreviations are used in this text. These are set forth below: 

Corporation = 

Colmbia = 

Coal company = 

cropco = 

the United States Steel Corporation 

Columbia Iron Mining Company 

The Crew's Nest Pass Coal Company, Ltd. 

a word coined from the Coal Company name (by 
the Raw Haterials Division - Pittsburgh) to 
identify the over-all project of this exam- 
ination and appraisal. It is used herein 
not only to this end but also, with a post- 
script, to break the over-all examination 
into yearly periods, i.e. Cropco ‘60, 
cropco ‘61, etc. 

A.-.R. S. 

, 
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Introduction: 

In line with a long-tern program for the expansion of western 
united states steel production the Corporation, in 1949, conducted a 
survey of western Canadian coking coal deposits. This Investigation 
revealed that the Crow's Nest Coal Fields, of eastern British Columbia, 
contained the largest such reserve in western canada. 

Cm May 1; 1960 the Corporation entered into an "Investigation 
and Option Agreement", with the Crow's Best Pass Coal Co., Ltd. of Femie, 
B. C., the fee owners of the largest part of the Crou's Rest Coal Fields. 
This agreement gives the Corporation the right to enter and examine the 
extensive Coal Companyholdings, over a four year period, andthe right 
to purchase those holdings, or parts thereof, prior to the end of +&t 
period. 

Physical work on the actual field examination of the Coal Company 
ground was started on June 1, 1960, and continued, in 'the drilling phase, 
up to November 2blih, 1960. 

!l!he report contained herein is a progress report on the first 
year of the above cited examination and appraisal. 

Location, Accessibility and Climate: 

The Crow's Nest Coal Fields are located in southeastern British 
Columbia adjacent to the B. C.-Alberta line and some 30 to 60 tiles north 
of the international boundazy. They are in the heart of the Canadian 
Rockies, with elevations on the Coal Company property ranging from 3,000 
feet to approximately 7,000 feet above sea level. The topography of the 
area is rugged and the main physiogxaphic feature is the doubly plunging 
syncl.bd area that constitutes the Crow's Nest Coal Basin. 

The major drainage in the area is the Elk River, which trends 
along the western side of the Coal Basin. The area is serviced by B. C. 
Provincial Highway No. 3 and by the Crow's Nest Branch of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, both of which follow the Elk River dzaioage along the 
western side of the coal basin and then turn to the east to cross the 
Rockies at Cnx's Nest Pass. 

Femie, the largest town in the area, is situated on the Elk 
River at an elevation of 3,300 feet above sea level and has a population 
of about 2,300 inhabitants. Precipitation at Femie, taken over a 39 
year period, has averaged 40" per year of which some 13" (10.9') has 
been in the form of snow. Extreme temperatures recorded during the same 
39 yearperiodhavebeen -kO'and +yj", with thg probable avenge daytime 
tempera- during the summer being close to 70 and that in the win%er 
being close to 2C . 

The area derives essentially a3l of Its economy from the 
operations of the coal company. At the present time only one mine is in 
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production, at Michel some 20 miles north of yetie, the Coal Creek (Fe&e 
area) mines having been closed in 1958. The region is in a state of 
mcd..erate economic depression. 

Property Description aud Gwnership: 

By far the largest part of the Clssr's Neat Coal Fields are owned 
in fee by the coal company, this laud being acquired batween 1889 and 18897 
and amuutiug to some 249,034.15 acres (389 square miles). _ '. i r ..-- .'"W'." 

Other sizeable tracts within the coal field are held by the 
Dominion government and the B. C. FmvLucial goverment. Utah of the 
Americas, a subsidiary of Utah ~Iniug and ConstructioqCompany, holds a 
large tract in the upper Elk valley under option. 7 -1 ;;,.,-L.,,, 

Laud status is shown on tip NO. 6c-403, following page .~9 in the 
main text. 

Geologic Settiug: 

The Crow's Nest Coal Fields are one of three basin areas that 
form a belt of coal measures some 100 miles long northward from the inter- 
national bouudaxy. The Crow's Nest area is the central, and the largest, 
of the three basins and is the only one that has had any appreciable 
production. 

The stratigraphic horizon of prime interest to this study is the 
Kootenay formation, of Upper Jurassic or Lower Crataceous age, that contains 
all of the workable coal. seams lmawn within the area. The Kooteuay fona- 
ation consists largely of shales, sandstone and coal. These coal measures 
vary in thiclmess from 1,850 to 3,600 feet.aud contain up to as many as 
24 workable (+3 f%.) coal seams. They are underlain by marine shales of 
the Femie formation and overlain by couglomrates, sandstones and shales 
of the Elk and Blaimore fomations. athough uo workable coal seams are 
kuovm to occur in the formations overlying the Kootenay coal measures, 

z they are lmowu to contain thin discontinuous seams, and carbozmcems areas, 
t".'@.ud the possibility of some rnineable zones wi*%in these youuger s&me&s, .> _. 

/I'- i over limited areas, should not be entirely discounted. . .~..,' 

. . The Kooteuay, alouguith the underlying FernIe and overlying 
Elk and BLairmore formations, has been downwarped into a doubly plunging 
closed syucllual basin that measures some 35 miles in length and 15 miles 
in vi&h. The coal measures outcrop all the way around the outside rim 
of this basiu and occur, at depth, within the basin. The eastern side of 
the coal basin has been modified, to a large extent, by thrust faulting. 
Such structures are kuowu to occur, to a mch lesser degree, on the western 
side of the basin as well. Locally, the lover portion of the coal measures 
has been deformed by relatively sharp drag folding, such structures dying 
out rapidly going upward in the sequence. This drag folding in the lower 
Kooteuay has given rise to local areas of thickeziiug within the basal coal 
seams, resulting in restricted areas where open pitting Is feasible. 

._r 
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History, Developcent and Production: 

'fhe date of original discovery of coal within the area is mown 
but its existence was knum for meny years prior to the initial development 
of the district. The first freehold grants on coal-bearing property were 
made in 1889 end the present Coal. Coznpsny holdings were consolidated by 
1897. 

Cd mining operations have existed 011 the Coal company lands 
atonlythree places - Momissey Creek, Coal Creek and Michel.. The 
Morrissey operations were in production from 1902 through 1909 and produced 
some 486,000 tons;'those at Coal Creek were in operation fmm 1898 through 
1958 and produced a total of just over 20 million tons and the Michel 
area mines, which are still In operation, started in 1899 and have produced 
a total. to date of more than 28 ti~ion tons. 

Two other operations have existed.in the coal fields that did 
not belong to the Coal. Company. These are the Cmdian Pacific Railway's 
"Eosmer Colliery" (1908-1914 @ 860,956 tons), and the Corbin colliery 
(1908-1948 @ 4 dllion tons). IGI addition, an open pit operation on 
Coal Company ground that is being mined under lease to Colemsn Collieries, 
has contributed some 586,000 tons to the district production since 1950. 

The total production fmn the district, up to December 3, 1960, 
hasbeen 54,666,308 tons of which .appraKimately 11.9 million tons have 
been used for the making of coke. Of this total, 89.7$ has been produced 
bythe Coslccnapany. 

while no accurate total figure of open pit production is available, 
it appears likely that underground operations would account for close to 
95% of the district's total production to date. The mines have been developed, 
almost exclusively, within the major drainages which dissect the edges of 
of the coal basin. Haulage ways were driven in along the strike of the 
cosl seams, slopes andincllneswerethen drivenalongthe dip fromthe 
haulage'and roaduays were driven parallel-to the haulage. The seams of 
the district have been mined by pillar-and-stall, mdifled longwall and 
caving n&hods. 

Physical Work - Cropco '60: 

The entice effort during the 1960 field season was concent,rated 
on that sector of the western side of the coal basin that lies between 
Coal Creek end Morrissey Creek. This 8 mile long "Morrissey Ridge Sector" . 
was mapped, trenched and partially b&anpled. 011 the basis of the 
geologic napping and the stratigraphic and coal seam descriptions, a 
preliminary correlation of coal seams was msde, resulting in the nasnng 
of 24 separate seams. Twelve adits were driven and 9 four ton bulk saqles 
were taken from Morrissey Ridge seams. One four ton bulk saqle was taken 
from a new mine under development at Michel. 

Diamond drilling was started, late in the season, at one site 
on the backslope of Morrissey Ridge. 'I"nis hole was taken to a depth of 
1,934 feet, which is approximately to the top of the coal measures; and 
will be bottomed during Cropco '6l. 
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A total of some 2@ miles of roads were constructed, for both 
general access and for diamond drtll access, during the SeaSOn. 

Field personnel averaged 33 mei including the supervisory staff. 

A total of $192,128.89 was expended on the exandnation during 
ths 1960 year. 

coal Beds: 

The Kootenay formation, which contains all of the commercial 
coal beds in the area, is variable in thicknass and contains a variable 
number of coal seems. Coals from the uppermost seams, which have constituted 
the bulk of the past production from the district, are classified as being 
of medium-volatile rank. They are low In sulphur, and have from moderate 
to strong coking characteristics. Vbile the ash content from these seams 
is somawhat variable, they are easily cleaned, by conventional methods, 
to yield a washed coal with an ash content of less than 85. The coke 
produced from these coals is entirely suitable for blast furnace use. 

The chemical and physiCal properties of the coals change going 
stratigraphically downwa rd in the coal measures. In general, seam widths 
and ash content increase, and volatile content and coking characteristics 
decrease, going progressively downwa rd in the sequence. 5e coals in 
roughlythelower one-half of the coalmeasures should probablybe inthe 
rank of low-volatile bituminous. &ever, some of these stratigraphically 
lover coals appear to be easily cleaned to an acceptable ash content and 
they may be useable when blended with the upper strongly coking coals. 
The lover seems are of decided significance, from a potential tonnage 
point of view, because of their great thicknesses (i.e. plus 40 ft.). 

The coals within the district are from hard to soft, from 
-bright to dull and from blocky to fissile. The seams contain tisible 

partings - of shale, bog iron and sandstone--and it is indicated that 
the quantity of such visible impurities is a characteristic of each given 
seam over long intervsls. This characteristic may be useable in the se- 
lection of representative sites for bulk sampling. 

Because of the fact that the seams do pinch and swell, and the 
interval -of other materials between the seams may change drastically, all 
past attempts at district nide correlation of coal seams have been largely 
unsuccessfU. A preliminary correlation of seams along the Morrissey 
Ridge Sector (Map No. 6L-145), b ased upon all of the data accumulated 
during the past field season, does appear to be largely correct but this 
correlation, over a 6.6 mile (R-l through R-21) interval, utilized vastly 
more data than had been available over any similar area in the past. It 
is the writer's opinion that detailed geologic mapping and trenching, 
on relatively close spaced inteds, is the only manner by which such 
correlations within the district will be feasible. 

The results of washability test work conducted on the 10 Cropco 
'60 bulk samples have revealed that, at 1.55 sp. gr. and using the +z x 0 
fraction, 5 seams result in washed coals of +8O$ recovery and less than 
98 ash (range 4.1 to 8.97$), 2 seams result in washed coals of c80$ 
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recovery and ash between 9 and 16 and three seam give less than &$ 
recovery at this specific gravity. the washed coals from the best. 6 
seam sa@es would combine, in equal propotiion of washed coal, to give 
82.65% recovery at 7.43% ash, 0.51% S and 2l.355 volatile. 

Calculations based on the results of washability testwork on the 
ten Cropco '60 bulk samples is given in Table VII. 

Coal Quality Testing Program: 

Due to the fact that the results of coking tests are not, as 
yet, available the-entirr subject encompassed by this heading will be 
covered in a supplemental report, by Dr. Vard Johnson, at a late: date. 

Estimated Reserves: 

District Wide: 

The previous estimates run for total reserves of the coal fields 
have varied in the minhum seam thicknesses used as well as in the allowable 
cover. All such estimates, however, have had the one common conclusion 
that the potential district reserves are imense. 

The most widely accepted district estimate is that of McKay 
(l&6), which used only seams 3 ft. or greater in thickness and a maximum 
cover of 2,500 feet. McKay's work indicated a reserve, including both 
coking and non-coking CO.&, Of 6.2 billion tons. 

In 1956 Mr. J. F. Sweeney ran estimates of cokiog coal reserves 
for ths Coal Company lands, using a minimm seam thiclmess of 3 feet arid 
a maximum cover of 2,500 feet. He estimated that the reserve of mineable 
coal on the entire holdlogs was 2.35 billion tons of which 77 million 
tons were accessible through the present mines or of reasonable access. 
Reserves of recoverable coal would be 505 of ths above figures. 

Morrissey Ridge Sector: 

Even though little diamond drilling was completed during the 
1960 field season, there still exists a sufficient amomt of data on the 
coal %sms of the Morriasey Ridge Sector to xazant the runuing of a 
"Potential Reseme" estimate. While such an estimate is not microscopic- 
ally accurate, and will stand sorhe revision after the conclusion of the 
diamond drilling of the area, it should still, none the less, indicate 
the ode,- of magnitude of tonnage that can rzascrably be expected to exist. 

Eased upon +he Cropco '60irork, and the subsequent correlation 
of coal seams, we have estimated that the Motissey fiage Sector COnbiinS 
a total Potential Reserve of mineable coal as showu below: 

Total Average Average Average % dp 
Tons Total Width Coel slidth Waste Width Coal Waste -- 

511,638,316 20.85 ft. 1y.00 ft. 1.85 ft. 91.1 9.1 
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Of this total tonnage, the 9 ~ropco '60 bulk samples were taken 
from seams representing some 66$, or 335.9 million tons. 

The above tonnage figure is based upon seams 3 ft. or greater --- 
in thicknesses, cover of less than 2,000 feet and the block that is 
situated between the Cropco Ridge Numbers 1 through 21. Of the total 
tonnage, that Dortlon represented by seams of the thickness interval of 
3.0 to 5.0 feet is only 2.54%. 

Due to the very great stdk length of many of these seams, 
as compared with the down dip projections used, probably something in the 
order of 83% of the above tonnage could be termed "Indicated" rather than 

"Potential." 

Development and Mining Cost Estimates: 

Estimates as to the cost of developing new areas within the basin 
are deemed as being inappropriate, at this time, due to the early stage 
of the exsmination. 

On the basis of production, labor costs and efficiency data 
provided by the Coal Company we have estimated that their present total 
cost for underground production from the Michel.area is $6.49 per ton of 
cleaned coal, f.o.b. cars at the washery siding. Open pit production 
in the Michel area is reported by the Coal Coqany to cost a total Of 
$2.06 per ton f.o.b. trucks. 

Quite obviously, a new mine with greater mechanization could 
reduce the $6.49 per ton cost to some &ten%. 

Mining Geology: 4- 

Areas exploited in the past within the coal basin have utilized 
the major cross drainages where, for the most part, haulage ways could be 
driven in directly along the strike of the seams. 

Access to the elevated areas of coal, such as in the central 
portion of the Morrissey Ridge block, would have to be lnade by either 
rock tunnels driven in from low on the nountain front or by the building 
of good access roads up the front of the mountain and then sinking incline 
shafts into the dipping coal measures. - ,.<.L _I 

- I 

Water has not proven to be a major district problem in the past, 
largely due to the fact that most of the mines have been developed by 
haulage adits and the bulk of the mining has been conducted above these 
adits. ~nthe event of future m.ining through shafts, the pumping of any 
water influx would have to be anticipated. The mines in the area may be 
somewhat more gassy than those in other coal mining areas but the past 
production from the district would appear to demonstrate that this is not 
a difficulty which cannot be overcome. 

The mines within the area have been subjected to bumps and 
outbursts within limited areas of specific se-, and occasional sizeable 
disasters have occurred in the past. This is a definite district hazati. 



For the most part, the roof and floor rocks of the 32am of the 
district are shale, although in some instances they are either sandstone 
or conglomerate. The conglo;rerate and sandstone roofs are very firm 
and, on a past experience basis, the shales themselves are normally 
su?ficiently fins and hard to allow for safe mining with only a reasonable 
amoumt. of dilution. 

Past mining experience in the district has demonstrated that 
the usual economic mining limit is- feet. of vertical cover. Beyond 
this, the incident of bumps and outbursts is greatly enhanced and the 
general increase in support necessary makes mining impractical. 

Due to the structural shape of the coal basin, most of the seams 
are dipping from 0 to as much as 30 degrees over mch of the Coal Company 
area. The basal portion of the coal measures is locally very sharply 
contorted by drag foldi-ff but such structures have given rise to thickening 
of the basal seams and areas of open pit potential. Some faults are 
encountered underground, and have upon occasion resulted in the abendonnent 
of mines, but this does not appear to be a serious district problem. 

Troposed Program - Cropco ‘61.: 

The Cropco ‘61 program has been planned to include: 
reconnaissance of the entire Coal Company lands, (2) the 2~du!‘t~o?~~ 

a 
the Michel (Option B) area, (3) th e completion of the diamond drilling 
program on the Morrissey P&dge Sector and (4) the continuation of the 
detailed study of the west side of the basin (northsTard from Coal Creek). 
It is contemplated that the field personnel will total 49 men, of ??hich 
14 vill be fully technical, excluding the supervisory staff. The approved 
budget for the 1961 year of the exzination is 3376,700. 

Due to the fact that no reconnaissance work was done during 
Cropco '60, our knowledge as to the over-all potential of the Coal 
Company lands is the same as it was at the beginning of the examination. 
This condition must be rapidly rectified if the exsmination and ap?rzisal 
is to be intelligently, and most advantageously, carried out during the 
remainder of the option period. TWO field parties will work on reconnaissance 
geology during the entire summer - utilizing four wheel drive vehicles, 
pack horses and, if necessary, helicopters. This TJ0r-k :rillinclude geologic 
mapping of all Kootenay outcrcps, relatively vi&-spaced trenching and I, 
detailed stratigraphic descriptions, the evaluation 02 notential of the ., 
deep drainage areas within the basin (xher e cover maybe less than 2,033 
feet) and the initial appraisal of open pit prospects. Following this 
work, it should be possible to establish a "potential priority rating" 
for the various Coal Company tracts, and such a tabulation :?ill serve as 
guidance during the remainder of the examination. 

Because of the mrner in ;rhicb the "Investigaticn and Option 
Agreement" is drawn, the Michel area must be the subject of a specisl 
exmnation. It is the writer's opinion that such an ex&sation should 
be conducted prior to the end of the second year of the option period. 
It is contemplated that this examination and appraisal wFU be made by a 

( ,F’ 
. 
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three-mm tern consisting of a Senior Mining Engineer, a Senior Geologist 
end one essistant. The Senior Minin3 En&neer will head up the team. 2 
Is to be a ULIII well experienced in coal mining practice and is to be 
provided to the project by the Corporation. 

The diamond drilling to be conducted during 1961 will be that 
which is necessary to conplete the evaluation of the Mxrissey Ri@e 
block, plus probably sme short hole drilling to round out the Xichel 
area appraisal if the budget will pemit. The drilling of the Mrrissey 
RiQe block will consist of 3 fmntslope uld 3 backslope holes, es sho;m 
on Map No. 6~-144. The backslope holes will test the upper coal seams 
while the fmntslope holes will collar near the top of the Kootenay and 
test the middle and lower se-. One of these holes (DDE K-1) was 
partiall~drilledduring Cmpco '60. The remaining dA.Llir.g necessary 
within the block amounts to approximztely 13,900 feet. 
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Aupose and Scope of Investigation 

In line with a long-term program for the expansion of western United 

States steel production, the Corporation has been investigating for several 

years the availability of steel raw materials within the western part of the 

North American Continent. A survey of coking coal deposits in Western Canada 

made by the Corporation in 1949 (Old, Noble, Jones & Martin) indicated that the 

Crow's Nest Coal Basin, in eastern British Columbia, contained one of the largest 

potentials for coking coals within that geologic province. 5ese coals have 

strong coking characteristics, can be washed to give a sufficiently clean final 

product, and have physical properties making them suitable for blast furnace 

use. They are classified by rank as medium-volatile bituminous. 

IIhe largest part of the Crow's Nest Coal Basin is held by The Crow's 

Y&s 
: .:-, 

Nest Pass Coal Company, Ltd., who own and control some 245,003 acres. 
-- 

corgpny has produced coal from the basin since 1897, and some coking coal from 

this area has been used at the Geneva Works, in Provo, Utah, for several years. 

Under a date of &y 1, 19.960, an "Investigation and Option Agreement" 

was entered into between Columbia Iron Miw Company and the Crow's Nest Pass 

Coal Company, Ltd.* In essence, this agreement stipulates that Columbia has 

the right to enter and examine the holdings of the Coal Company over a four-year 

period, and the option to purchase holdings of that company, under tvo separate 

alternatives, prior to the end of that period. 

The two alternatives are based on the areas, as shown on the plate 

following this page, and the physical assets to be purchased. Under Option B, 

essentially all physical assets of the Coal Company, and the two joining sub- 

XThe Coal Company was Joined in this agreement by two wholly-owned subsidiaries: 
The Crow's Nest Pass Light and ever Co., Ltd., and The lbrrissey, Fe&e and 
Mfchel Railway Company. 
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sidlaries, would be acquired. Under Option A, variable mining rights on various 

'tracts around Michel, the operating mine at Michel, and some other more minor 

concessions are excluded, while all coal mining rights both to the north and 

south of the Michel area would be purchased. Oil and gas rights, as well as 

timber rights, are reserved to the Coal Company under both options. 

Ih return for these options, Columbia has agreed to expend not less 

than $500,000 on the examination and metallurgical testing of the coals, and 

to make this data available to the Coal Company upon written request. 

The two options call for purchase prices of $l2,OOO,OCO (Option A) 

and $19,OCO,OOO (Option B), with saving clauses of $2,OOC,ooO applicable to 

each if Columbia meets eJl of the obligations as stated in the previous para- 

graph. 

The Crow's Nest Coal Basin is known to contain a vast quantity of 

coal, but only relatively small tonnages can be termed "blocked out" reserves 

and little is knovn of the quality of this coal save for the few uppermost 

seams which have contributed essentially all of the past production from the 

district. 

!Fne intended purposes of this investigation, to be conducted over 

that portion of the four-year option-that may be necessary, are as tabulated 

below: 

(1) to more thoroughly test the quality of the coals throughout the 
entire thickness of the coal measures, 

(2) to delimit a sufficient minimxn tonnage of known quality--by 
geologic mapping, trenching, bulk sampling and diamond drilling-- 
to justify the purchase prices under each of the separate options, 
and 

(3) to evaluate the economic aspects of obtaining the necessary coal 
from this srea. 

Previous Work: 

The most recent, and probably most ccmprehensive, published geologic 

report on the Crowts Nest Coal Basin is that of Newmerch (1953). In this 
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report, Newmarch discusses the district as a whole in general terms, and the 

*Femle area in greater detail. Numerous earlier reports on the district can 

be found In bibliographies, but mst of these are out of print and have 

proven from difficult to Impossible to obtain. For completeness of text, all 

of the earlier reports on the area are included in the attached list of ref- 

erences, but only the publications of Newmarch (1953), MacrCay (1946) and Dovling 

(1915), were actually available to me at this time. Fewmarch draws on these 

older reports and briefly describes their findings. For the most part, they 

seem to include only higbly-generalized statements relative to the district 

geology and their absence, as reference material, at least at this stage in 

the examination, does not appear to be a very serious loss. 

Previous investigations made by the Ccrporation, all of which reports 

were available to me, are as follows: 

Old, K. B., Noble, J. A., Jones, R. H. B., and Martin, J. S. (1949): 
West Coast Raw Materials Survey, Vol. 6, Coking Coal Resources of 
Western Canada. 

Sweeney, J. F. (1956): Coal Properties, The Crow's Nest Pass Coal 
Company, Ltd., Fernie, B. C.,~Canada. 

Sweeney, J. F. (1957): Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Coal Operations, 
Briquetting, Coke Production and R.R. Operations. 

Sweeney, J. F. (1958): Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Ltd., Coal 
Reserves Contiguous.to EXistlug Mines. 

It has been the objective of the writer to attempt to condense most 

of the highly pertinent data contained. in these earlier reports by the 

Corporation and by others into the present Progress Report, so that it can tend 

to serve as a single sowce of reference during the period of the exe&nation. 

Present Investigation: 

Wcrk on the present investigation actively sterted in the field on 

June 1, and terminated, with respect to most of the crew, on October 1, @I. 

Some mining was conducted to October 10, road constmction continued up to 

November 5, and diamond drilling was in progress up to November 24. One 
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geologist, Mr. Brian Murphy, stayed on to supertise the taking of a b-ton bulk 

'sample from new workings at Michel until December 23. 

The direct management of the project was under Dr. James A. Noble 

from its Instigation until a date in early October, with the writer being the 

assistant proJect meager under Dr. Noble. Mr. M. D. Okerlti of the Columbia 

Iron Mining Company--F%eld Exploration, Provo--was assigned to the project as 

a staff assistmt and advisor to the proJect chief. 

On October 25, 1960, the direct management of the Cropco Project was 

given over to the writer. It is presently contemplated that this arrangement 

will continue up until approximately July 1, 1961, at which time the management 

of the project will be delivered to a staff member of Columbia's Exploration 

DiViSiOL 

!Chis report was compiled ad written by Arthur R. Still, with the 

exception of the section on the Coal Qmlity Testing Program. That section is 

to be written by Dr. Vard Johnson. !&e bulk of the finishing work on the maps 

and plates contained herein was done by the drafting department of the Provo 

Exploration Office. 

Aclmowledgments: 

As a general rule, ackmwledgxnts are not commonly found in private 

technical reports written for industry. However, because of the scope of this 

examination, both past and future, as well as some unusual circumstances present 

in this case, it is the writer's belief that some formal acknowledgment should 

be given by him at this stage in the appraisal. 

Initially, I would like to express my most sincere appreciation 

collectively to all of the staff members of the Coal Company for their complete 

cooperation with me Ln all phases of the appraisal to this date. Particularly 

I would like to reco@ze d express my appreciation to Mr. J. J. Crabb, Coal 

Co~any geologist, whose never-failing tillingness to help .znd thorough knowledge 
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of the geology of the region not only made my job easier, but al60 many times 

' mre pleasant. 

A particular note of gratitude Is due to Columbia's Field Exploration 

office in Provo, Utah, and particularly to Mr. 3. K. Hayes, SuperVisor of that 

office. I am appreciative here not only for the dm.ftFng vhicb was done by 

that office, but, mre Farportantly, for the complete cooperation that they 

have extemi.e&tome. 

Mr. M. D. Okerlund, who has most ably assisted me in many ways, has 

done BL~ addrahle job while working under the adverse conditions of having 

several bosses all at the same time. I am indebted to him for his thorough 

cooperation and help. 

To the Carporation I am indebted for giving me this opportunity to be 

of service. 

. 



JDXCION, ACcEsslBILITy AND CLIMAICE 

The Coal Company holdings are locate& in the Crov's Nest Coal Basin 

in eastern British Columbia, Canada. !&e center of the basin is situated at 

about &O-30 H. latitude, ll4O-50' W. longitude. The area is .wlthin the 

Port Steele Mining Mstrict. An area index map is shown as an inset ofi Map 

No. &lu. 

!Fhe topography In the area is very rugged, with elevations ranging 

from about 3,000 ft..to as high as nearly 10,000 ft. above sea level. The area 

is locate5 within the Caned&m Rockies some 30 to 63 miles north of the inter- 

national boundary. !Be dominant land forms are the doubly-plunging, closed, 

synclinal~area known as the Crow's I?est Coal Basin and the extremely rugged 

ranges of Paleozoic limestones that lie to the east and west of the basin. 

Within the area of the basin, the dowmarped Late Cretaceous (?) 

Kootenay fonmtion, containing the coal measures, is cappd by the E3.k Con- 

glomerate and over- Blairmore formation of sandstones, conglomerates and 

shales. The topography of the region Is largely controlled by the resistance 

to erosion offered by these various rock types, with the out-facing western 

edge of the basin forming very prominent steep-faced ridges due to the con- 

glomerate and sandstone cap rocks. Within the heart of the basin, the topography 

is somewhat mm-e subdued, consisting of coqaratively gently-rolling highlands, 

but the entire area is~dissected by steep-s ided valleys and local relief of 

3,000 feet or more Is not uncommon. 

The domim.nt drainage in the area is.the Elk River, which flows 

southus+ along the western edge of the basin. It is within this valley and 

its tributaries that essentially all of the culture in the region is centered. 

The towns of Elko, F'ernie, and Hosmer are all located on the Elk River, with 

MIchel and Natal being located on Mlchel Creek, a tributary to the maJcr Elk 

River drainage. C&e Elk River and l4khel Creek dreinages fern the access to 
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Crowsnest Pass, the only pass over the Rockies in southeastern British 

' Columbia. Newhouse (1953) states that the physlography of the region has 

reached a stage of early maturity. 

The region derives essentially all of its econow from the operations 

of the Coal Cwnptmy, with lumbering bringing in the second-largest revenue. 

Some minor contributions to the district economy are made by small-scale 

farming and dalryhg in the EIJI River Valley, and by guide service snd packing 

during the hunting seasons. 

Vegetation in the area consists of a variety of conifers, lodgepole 

pFne, Douglas.fir, tamarack, spruce and balsam. Poplars are locally abundant, 

as are, unfortunately, alder thickets. A vide variety of scrub undergrowth 

flourishes, as does a multitude of wildflowers. 

me Fernie and Hchel areas are accessible both by mc4ei-n paved 

highway and by rail. Provincial Highway No. 3 passes through both towns, 

giving a connection to Vancouver 011 the west and the Lethbridge-Calgary areas 

to the east. Connection to U:S. highways can be made at XLngsgate and Roosville, 

B. C., or at Carway,.Alberta. The area is serviced by the Crow's Nest Pass 

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with connections to the United States 

at Kingsgate, B. C., an3 Eastport, Idaho. Rnil distance from Fernie to 

Vancouver is 712 miles. Railroad coal loading facilities exist now only at 

Mchel. 

T%e nearest airline service to the area is at Crsnbrook, some 64 

miles to the west of Fernie, vhere the Canadian pacific Airline has one flight 

east and one flight west daily, connecting with flights at Vancouver, B. C., 

or Calgary, Alberta. 

Fermie, the largest town in the area, is situated at an elevation of 

3,300 feet, and has a population of about 2,300. hte to the closing of the Elk 

River Colliery (at Coal Creek), in 1958, an adequate supply of non-technical 





labor is avallable in the area. shopping facilities in Fernie have proven to 

'be entirely ade+ate for the needs of the investigation to date. 

On the basis of climatic data maintained by the Coal Company, total 

annual precipitation in the FernIe area averages about 40 Inches per yeear, tith 

some 13 inches of this total being in the form of snow (i.e. 131 tithes, or 

10.9 feet; average snowfall per year over 39 year period of 1914-1953). Extreme 

temperatures recorded since 1913 are do and 370, with the average daily 

~temperature during the summer being probably close to 70° end during the titer 

close to 20°. The Michel area is tithout a veather station, but is reported to 

have mch less precipitation and snowfall even though only some 20 miles distant 

from Fernie. 

. 
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PROPEXTY DESCRTPTION AM] OwNEm 

‘k 

'The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Ltd.: 

The largest part of the Crou's Nest Pass Coal Field is owned in fee 

by the @al Company, the distribution and status of the 249,034.15 acres SO 

ownedbeing as shoxn on Map Ro. 6%403, bound following this page. As shown 

under the "Historic S;etch" on that map, the ground was acquired during the 

period of 1889 through 1897 in the form of "Free Hol8and."Railuay Act" grants. 

A more detailed description of this land and the history of its 

acquisition is addwed as Appendix A. 

Other: 

The next most sizable tracts of ground within the coal field are 

held by the Eotion Government, there befog two such areas, comprising a 
; c, ,>~ >~ 7 

total of approximately 55,000 acres. !Ihe Corporation is presently negotiating 

with the Iknninion Government for prospecting rights on some 17,&O acres of 

tdis &und, as shown in stippling on Plate 1. The areas indicated as being 

desired by the Cu-poration are of interest for two reasons: (1) to gi= 

continuity to our appraisal and correlation of coal seams on the Coal. Company 

ground which surrounds these Kkxninion tracts, and (2) for whatever coal they 

may be proven to contain. To this date, no definite privileges have been 

granted to the Corporation as a result of their initial inquiries. 

A tract of some 3,840 acres (Parcel 69) near Eosmer is owned by the 

Provincid Government of British Columbia. !&is. Is an area that was previoirsly 

held by the Canadian Pacific Rsllway, and was the site of their Hosmer coal 

o_oerat.ion from 1906 to 1914. Upon the termination of active minjng, the railway 

let the parcel revert back to the Protice. The Corporation plans to seek 

prospecting rights from the Provincial Government on this block for pwoses of 

continuity of data. 

Mfneral rights of the "CFR Elock" of l.l.58.19 acres (Parcel 70) 
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adjoining the Provincial block on the vest at Hosmer are held by the Canadian 

Pacific Railway, but the surface rights are owned by an individual. This tract 

actually lies outside of the Coal Basin, and covers 811 area that is underlain 

> entirely by the marine Fern&z shale. It is of no interest whatsoever from a 

coal reserve point of view, but it is of consequence tith regard to access to 

ths Hosmer basin and PrDvincial Block areas. During the past summer, verbal 

permission was.obtaFned from the surface rights owner to cross this ground in 

order to do Initial reconnaissance in the Hosmer area, and there appears to be 

no reason to assume that such ingress will be denied in the future. 

To the north and east of Michel, a very sizable tract of Freehold 

Grad land (Lots ~-TO. 6756 through 6781 and 6783) is held, to nly knowledge, by 

Utah of the Americas, the Canadian subsidiary of Utah Construction and Mining 

CORWV. 

Iats NOS. 6g9g and 6597, on the east side of the basin, near Corbin, 

are held by Mr. W. IL Roberts and Mr. A. M. Allen, of Spokane, Washington. 

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada operated an open pit on 

Iat 6997 up wltil1g48. 

i 
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GEOLOGIC SElTlXG 

m Statement: 

Enclosed, as Elsp No. 6M-321 (following this page), is a copy of the 

most detailed district-wide geologic map that is available at this time. In- 

dicated on the geologic plan, and enclosed as Maps Nos. 6~-3ll ad 6~-312, are 

those geologic sectiorq% that have been prepared through the district, or p&s 

of the district, to this date. This basic geologic nap was initially compiled 

by J. J. Crabb,,Cod Company geologist. It is based upon the earlier m.appFng 

that was available supplemented largely by reconnaissance mapping and aerial 

photo interpretation by Mr. Crabb in preparation for construction of the excellent 

district topographic and geologic model that is exhibited in the Coal Compa3y 

office in Fernie. The geologic plan ad sections should be referred to by the 

rea&er while going through the following text. 

The Crow's Nest Pass Coal Field is one cf three basins that form a 

belt of coal measures some 100 miles long northward from the international 

bourdary (see facing page). Toe Crow's Nest field, ~khich is the central and 

largest of the three basins, is the only oneof the three that has hd any 

appreciable production. The holdings of the Coal Company cover the largest 

part of the Crow's Nest Coal Meld, as well as a small part of the Upper Elk 

River Coal Fields. ?he coal measures of these three basins occur in a loag 

structural trough that has protected them from removal by erosion. mey 

correlate with, and were once cocnected~to, the Lnner Foothills Belt of coal 

measwes in Alberta, the two being separated by faulting during the formation 

~cf the Roctiy Mountains. 

The Crow's Rest Coal Field cozlsists priz~cipdly of the Crcv's Nest 

Coal Basin, but also includes outliers from the basin at Corbti and Tent Mowitain. 

!!Ads basin is essentially a doubly-plying synclinoriun, modified locally tin 

faulting, that Des been likered in shape to a c-e or to a pear tith the stem 
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pointed to the north. me coal measures tip inward toward the center of the 

~basin, at varying angles, all the way around the outside rim. Regional scale 

faulting has greatly disturbed and modified the eastern side of the basin, but 

such stmctures are not of slgnificank. impoi-t+.nce on the other three sides. 

The stratigraphic units tithin the area that are of interest to this 

study are, from the~top doM, the KLaFrmore, ED, Kootenay and Femie formations. 

Of these, the Kootenay formation, vhich contains the coal measures of the district 

and all presently lmovnworkable coal. seams, is obviously of prime Importance. 

Tne Blairmore and E3.k formations are of concern, stice they constitute the cover 

'over the coal measures. The Fade, which is largely marine shale, is of 

interest only 3-u that it directly underlies the coal measures. %ese formations 

vary in age from Jurassic, in the case of the Femle, through Larer Cretaceous 

in the case of the Rlaimore. 'Phey~are largely conformable accept for the 

contact between the Elk and. Blairmore formations.. Recent tills an& gravels 

occur in the stream valleys, and, due to the past existence of a Tertiary 

lake in the Elk River Valley, lake bed sediments are to be found part nay up 
- 

the side of the ridges on the western e&ge of the basin. xS '-i""' c,L 

Brief Ascriptions of the pertinent Jurassic through Lower Cretqeous 

sedimentary units are given below. much more detailed descriptions are to be 

found In Newmarch (1953). 

Stratigraphy 

FEmie For-nation: 

The kmie fornation consists principally of grey to black shales 

tith SODE titerbedded fine-grained sandstones. It was initially dated in 1903 

as being of Jurassic sge, on the basis of fossils, and this dating has been con- 

firmed by mOre recent work. It is appreciably thicker on the west side of the 

basin (3,000 feet) than on the east side (900 feet). It disconformably overlies 

the Triassic Sp~ray Ever formation, and is conforzably overlain by the Upper 
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Jurassic or IDWZ Cretaceous (7) Kootenay formation. The Fernie, which is 

‘ probably of marine origin, is entirely devoid of coal. 

Kootenay Formation: 

The Kootenay formation consists principally of grey to black shales, 

fine to medium-grained sandxtones, a few bands of pebble conglomerate, and a 

varying number of coal seams. All of the tiable cod sesms lmom to this 

date tithin the district occur vithin this formation. 

Inuring the course of the Cropco 1960 field work, SOLE 1.5 stratigraphic 

columns were measured through the Kootenay formation, this data being bound 

and enclosed Fn the folio with this report. As a result of this work, it ap- 

pears that the Kootenay is in the order of 30% sandstone, siltstone, or con- 

gJm.erate,, and the balance Is either coal or shele. Within the limits of the 

Crow's Nest Coal. Field, the fonnatiop varies in thiclmess from a minimum of 

1850 feet at Corbin to a maximum of 3,609 feet at Michel. Thiclmesses at Coal 
/L.~ 

Creek and &xrissey~are 2,050 feet end 2,;15O'feet, respectively. While 

liemarch (1953) states that throughout the entire area the beds tithin the 

formation are characteristically lenticular, within the Morrissey Ridge 

sector (see Map No. 6~145) several of the sandstone and coal beds were con- 

tinuous throughoutthe &mile length. 

!&e distribution, number and nature of the coal se- tithti the 

formation are discussed under the heading "Cod B~s.~ 

Tne dating of the Kootenay formation, as based upon plant remains and 

one very large ammnite, is somewhat Inconclusive. Nevnarch (1953) includes 

both the Koqtenay and the overlying Elk formation under the heading of %per 

Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous." 

Due to the existence of a rrassive besd sandstone, the general lower 

Umit of the Kootenay is quite distinct. However, since this basal Kootenay 

sandstone is itself gradational into an underlying sandstone to siltstone 
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wlthin the Fernie formation, the actual contact between the two formations 

'may or may not be readily discerned. locally. Since no coal is lmown to exist 

below the basal Koatenay sandstone, the top of this bed was used, in effect, 

as being the lover limit of that portion of the Kaotenay of economic interest, 

.and all stratigraphic sections measured were started at that paint. 

Tne contact between the Kaotenay and the overlying Elk formation is by 

noraulssharp. As one progresses upward in the Kcmtenay sequence, the beds 

become mare sand&one and conglomerate at the expense of the shales, until 

finally the sandstones and conglomerates m.ke up in the order of 80% of the 

sequence. Xewrcarch (1953) states that a recognizable contact between the tuu 

formations exists at local points uithin the district, one such point being 

near Natal, but for-convenience within the district the base of the Elk fomation 

is generally considered to be the first massive conglomerate above the highest 

workable coal seam. ibis arbitrary designation of the cantact is in large 

measure the basis for the statement that all econdmic coal seams atcur vithiz 

the Kootemy formation. 

Ink fom!atlon: 

The Elk formation consists of a sequence of cherty conglomrates, 

gritty sandstones and grey to black shales that lie stratigraphically above the 

coal measures. 'Be thickness of this formation appears usually to be in inverse 

proportion to that of the Underlying Kootenay. At Coal Creek, the Elk formation 

is 1,704 feet, at Morrissey 1,310 feet, cad at Michel it is only about 100 feet. 

l%e predominance of conglomerate and coarse smdstone within the sequence led 

McEvoy (1902) to applythe name "Elk conglomerate" to the formation. 

Ihre to the nature of the composlticn cf the sequence, the Elk 

formation usually forms very prominent cliffs. The shale beds within the 

fornation comordy are carbonaceous an& locally certain thin discontiauous coal 

seams, the Coal Creek "C" sewn prabebly falling into this classification. While 
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no mineable coal Is known at this time within the Elk formation, the possibility 

'of such seams should not be entirely disregarded during the drilling and 

evaluation of the district. 

As nnk.ioned above, Newmarch (1953) applies a dating of "Upper 

Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous" to the Elk formation. 

BLairmore Formation: 

The Elalnmre formation, which derives its name for its type, local 

of BlaIrmore, Alberta, consists of conglomerates, light colored sandstones aud 

vsri-colored shales (green, maroon, yellov and grey). The most distinctive 

feature of the Blairmare, as compared with the underlying formations, is the 

presence of the vari-colored shales. Nemarch (1953) states that the Blairmore 

has a basal conglomerate, some 40 feet thick, that csn usually be distinguished 

from Elk formation conglomerates of similar character. 

Tue Blairmore achieves a maximum thickness of some 6,500 feet east 
L__ 7>2 _ 

of KLichel. However, It has been partially stripped by erosion over the greater 

part of the coal basin Its thickness in the F'ernie area is reported by 

Newnarch to be appr oximately 1500 feet, although toward the central part of the 

basin it may well exceed 4_,E~-feet. /yI ii,& :~: A! 0:. :v..-- L ,,s-- '. .'.. __:IC_L.J...I.L 

structure: .,Y&.,; ._-_, -_ . . : .~ 

The most d ominant structurel ekslent within the area, for the purposes 

of this study, is the major closed synclinal coal basin itself. second in 

inpor&e to this would be the, major thrust faults that occur principally , 
iA_ :.. . ..-....A I i - 

along the eastern edge of the synclinalbasin. -~Cf these %rusts, the L&s _---' 

Overthrust, vhich is a major structural feature of the Canadian Rockies, has by 

far the largest displacement. It is worthy cf note that all of the prine 

strtmtural. elements of the region have a nearly north-south trend. 

The syncllnal basin is in essence a doubly-plunging syncline, the 

axis of which plunges toward the center at about 7 degrees from the south and 
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some ll degrees from the north. Cm the edges of the basin, to the east snd vest 

'of the syncllml axis, the coal measures dip Ward at angles which normally 

vary betveen 20 to 45 degrees. The basin is not, in the strictest sense, a 

simple dmbly-plunging syncline, but rather a series of undulating gentle folds 

vhich form a synclinal area in overall aspect. For this reason, it could probably 

be termed a synclinori~, although it has only rarely been so designated in the 
&.-Q AS PG- h..,/lv, L 

'published reports on the area. In the s&se of folding, the area is by no 

n~ans as simple as the generalized geology of Map No. 6M-j2l vould led one to 

believe. In addition to the major structures sham on that plate, a great deal 

of smaller scale drag folding has occurred, particularly vithin the lower 

portion of the Kcotenay formation. This is illustrated by the work done by 

Nevmarch around Coal Creek, and the mapping conducted by Cropco 1960 in the 

MX-I-LSS~~ Rtdge sector (&p ~0. 6~-323). From an economic geology point of 

view, hovever, this local drag fol&ing of the lower Kcotenay is probably a 

fortunate.circumstaxe, since it is only in areas where thickening of coal 

sems has occurred, due to such fol?dzg, that open pitting operations can be 

conaucted. 

The thruet faults on the eastern edge of the basin are, for the most 

part, high sngle, and westerly dipping. They have locally greatly deformed and 

tilted the coal measures up to relatively steep angles. Tc determine the 

effect of this faulting on the coal measures locally, with respect to mlnesbility, 

is one of the objectives of the recomdssance geologic mapping thd is to be 

cooducted i3.urix.g Cropco '61. 

Tnnlst faults, of a smdller scale, are kmvn to cccur alsc along the 

vestern edge of the basin. Newmarch (1953) de scribes tvo such structures, one 

in Coal Creek and cne underlying the cap cn Castle Mcxntain, and the geologic 

mapping along the Mcrrissey Ridge front conducted d.urLq the past Sumner has 

revealed several others, principu- vithin the first tvo ties north of Wrrissey 
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Creek. ?hese structures, for the mst part, cross the beddLng at moderate 

'angles and presumably pass into bedding plane faults wlthin a relatively short 

distance. 

Normal faults, of small dIsplacerent, are known in the mine workings 

at both Michel and &al Creek, and are occasiomlJy mappable features on the 

surface. 
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General Statements: 

~oere appears to be no written record of who first discovered the 

coal in the Crow's Nest Coal Basin, but as stated in Newmarch (1953) "The 

existence of coal deposits in East Kootenay has been known since the first 

Europeans saw the region." 

The initial lots of ground now controlled by the Coal Company were 

granted in 18@, and the initial production from the district was made by the 

cod company in1@7. Underground mining operations existed in Coal Creek 

(Coal Creek Colliery and Elk River Colliery) from 1897 until 1958. Y&e I&zhel 

Colliery was opened in lm and is the only Coal Coqsny operation still vorking 

in the district. The mines in Morrissey Creek (8 in all) ran from 1902 through 

1909 under the name of the Carbonado Colliery, although owned entirely by the 

coal company. Outlines of the areas of Coal Creek and Morrissey mine workings 

are shown on Maps Nos. 6C-405 and 6L-144. 

Two operations have existed in the Crow's Nest Coal Basin 011 lands 

that tiid not belong to the Coal Company. These are the CPR mine at Hosmer that 

produced from 1908 through 1914, and the Corbin property that operated inter- 

mittently between 1908 and 1948. 

An additional operation at Tent Mountain, on the B. C-Alberta 

boundary, has contributed some production to the district. This area is not, 

strictly speaking, within the coal basin, although it is within the Crow's Nest 

Coal Field. The bulk of this deposit lies on the Alberta side of the bow., 

and it is being exploited as an open pit by Coleman Collieries, Ltd. That. 

portion of the deposit that is situated within British Columbia was leased 

by the Coal Company to Coleman Collieries, under a date of &rch 12, 1953, on 

a sliding scale royalty that aversges 35# per ton. 

up to December 31, 1960, the district has produced 54,666,308 tons 
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of coal, of which approxFmately SL,@O,OoO tons were used for making coke. Of 

' this total, some &I. 75, or 49,061,362 tons, has been produced by the Coal 

conpany. FoIlowIng this page is a tabulation of the district production. 

By far most of this total tonnage (probably 954) has come from 

umiergroud operations. 5e only opea pits in the area are the two small Coal 

Conpsny strip mines at. Michel, the "Big showing" pit at Corbin ad the Colemu 

ColJieries operation at Tent Mountain. 

From a past productioqpoint of dew, the two most important sreas 

in the basin are those at Coal Creek and Michel; which are discussed in more 

d&ail below. 

Coal Creek: 

5e geology in the Coal Creek area is relatively simple, as shorn on 

mps NOS. ~M-~.TL and 6~405. In essence, the coal se- are dipping to the 

east at moderate angles, steep near the outcrop (3502) and mm-e gently in the- 

area of the Collieries (lO-l5O+) and toward the center of the basin. 

The mines were developed by driving haulage roads in along the strike 

of the seams, this direction being roughly at right angles to the Coal Creek 

drainage. Slopes and inclines'were~ &rLven along the dip from the haulage and 

roadwayrwere driven parallel to the haulage. '0e se- were then mined by 

pillar-and-sta&l or mdifIed longwall methods. !01e old mines to the north 

of the dqdnage lines were serviced largely by roadways built to the various 

portals. 5e new mines developed as a result of the construction of the Elk 

Ftiver Colliery in 1943 were servicej. by a 300 incline hoistvay ad retar&ing 

button conveyor. 

A generalized stratigraphic column of the coal seams in the Coal 

Creek area is bound facing this page, and ether data on the Coal Creek seams is 

bound following this page (from Sweeney 1956, after Newmarch 1953). 

The Coal Creek area was initially developed b&h north ad south of 
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COAL PRODWXD AT COUIZ,XEs OF TIiz CROVSNEST COAL MYi 

(Nat Tonal 
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RIv2R coLLIwFs (2) 1 
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77.a 
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.07.912 220.457 
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A. Elk River Collieq, Button Conveyor and Inclhed 
Hoistway. (Closed in 1958) 

- . 

B. Elk Biver CoUhrY - ti&ev, aain building. 
(Closed in 1958) 
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the drainage line under the name of the Coal Creek Colliery. During the period 

, of l&17-1942, some 14,276,874 tons of coal were produced from this colliery 

from the B, NC. 10, No. 9, No. 5, and No. 4 seams. In 1943, the Elk River 

Colliery washing plant and incline were constructed at a cost of $1,500,000. 

This colliery ran until January 31, 1958, producing some 4,152,501 tons of coti 

from the No. 3, No. 4, No. 9 and No. 10 seams, the latter two seams accounting 

for essentially 70% of this production. 

Total production from the Coal Creek area, by bcth mines and seams, 

is as shown in the table following this page. In addition, Map NC. 6c-405, 

following the table, shows the outline and extent of the workings on various 

seams for both the Coal Creek and Elk River Collieries. 

The closing of the Coal Creek area workings in 1958 is attributable 

to a declining market for coal, largely brought on by the conversion of CPR 

locomotives from coal to diesel, rather than to any lack of reserves or difficult 

mining conditions. 

Michel Area: 

General Statements: 

The Mizhel Colliery is the only Coal Company facility currently under 

production in the coal basin. Production from the colliery has been in excess 

of 28 million tons from l@p to date. 

Because cf the fact that no work was dcne in this area during Cropco 

'6% save for the taking of one b-ton bulk sample, the discussion as given herein 

will be rather brief and based largely on information as given by others (Sweeney, 

Newmarch). However, the progress report for Cropco ‘61 should contain a great 

deal of current data on Michel as that area is to be the subject of a special 

study during the coming field season. 

Czologically, the Michel area is located essentiaUy on the axis cf 

one of the major synclines forming the basin. The Spar&ood Ridge sector, which * 
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TABLE A 
_- 

f- I Het Production frm Coal Creek Hines 

he Y 
Period of Short Tons 

Se& Y 
p of Total 

Operation Totals Pmd. by Mines 

Coal Creek Colliery (1897-1942) 
North Side (1897-19233 

B North B 1913-1923 
Old No. 1 10 1897-19U 
No. 1N 10 1908-1923 
Old No. 9 -. 9 1904-1913 
no. 5 1904-1915 
Old No. 4 1904-1906 

South Side 
No. 1 S 
No. 1 E 
No. 2 
Old No. 3 

10 19og-1930 
10 191619&z+ 

1904-1932 
19a-1933 

Elk River 001lAc~ (1943-1958) 
North Side Hone 

South Side 
No. 1 E 
No. 10 
No. 9 
lieu No. 4 
New MO. 3 

10 1942-1958 
10) 

9) 1942-1958 

4) 
3) 1942-1957 

521,587 
wo,u4 
965,169 
665,248 

1,560,8W 

1,@1,998 
4,653,519 
2,392,5@ 

1,501,057 8.1 (1) 

l&5,817 7.7 

1.225.627 
4,152,501 

18,429,375 

TABLE B 

Net Production frm Coal Creek Seams 

S-Y 
B 
10) 

9) 

:I 
3) 

Short Tons 
521,587 

15,u3,595 (2) 

W&s44 

1,23=49 
l&429,375 

(1) No. 1 E - 33.4p total 

2.8 
2.2 

::: 
8.5 
0.1 

2;:: (1) 
13.0 
7.7 

-is- . 

z 
2.8 

82.9 

8.5 

-is- . 
(2) Of this figure, 60.95% ir No, 10 seam, 29.62% ir No. 9 aa, ad 

9.4% could not be separated 
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comprisesthe major mixrIng area, is shaped like a canoe, 

'vith the coal seams dipping down toward a common line in 

trough of the syncllne plunging gently to the south. 

26 

due to this folding, 

the center and the 

Facing this page is a generalized stratigraphic section which shows 

the uppermost coal seams in the Michel area. It should be pointed out here that 

these seam designations do not correspond with the naming of seams at Coal 

Creek. At Michel, the sequence of numbering is from top to bottom, while at 

Coal Creek it is from bottom to top. In addition, the A and B seams at Michel 

do not correlate with the A and B designations at Coal Creek. It is the opinion 

of Mr. Jack Crabb that the M.chel B seam probably roughly correlates, at least 

In time, with the No. 10 seam at Coal Creek. 

Current Production Bate: 

ming 1960, the Michel Colliery had a gross production of 672,705 1 

tons of coal, of which 187,460 tons were used for making coke. Of this gross 

production, 9.7s was derived from the open pit operation. Daily production 

for the year averaged approximately 3,000 tons per operating day as broken 

down below by mines: 

Mine seam Average tons/day 

A East 
A South 
A West 
B South 
ANorth 
No. 10 
Open Pit 

A 650 
A 400 
A 1,100 
B 350 
A 200 

No. 10 ,* 
No. 10 100 

3,000 
*NO. 10 mine under development 

Sales for the year amounted to 460,515 tons of coal and 139,041 

tons of coke. 

Mines: 

!The colliery consists of 6 underground mines, one new underground 

prospect and an open pit. The mines are exploiting the "A" and "B" Seams, which 



are stratigraphically high in the coal measures, while the open pit and the new 

'underground prospect are both in No. 10 seam, which is the basal seam in this 

area. 

!Ihe underground mines are situated both in the north and the south of 

Michel Creek, although the bulk of the current production is coming from the 4 

mines on the south side of the drainage (i.e. A East, A South, A West and B South). 

!Che mines south of the creek are developed by two rock.tunnels that 

are driven into the synclinal structure. As all of the sediments in the area 

have been folded, the seams vary in dip from Ooto 40°. Mining is conducted, 

mainly above the level of the rock tunnels, by room and pillar, modified 

longwall, or caving methods. Figures showing structure contours and outcrop 

patterns, the outlines of the major workings (as they existed in 1953) and a 

cross section through the area are bound following this page. 

The only underground production currently coming from the north 

side of Michel Creek is from A North Mine (A seam), although rather extensive 

mining has been done in the past in this same general area in the stratigraphically , 

lower No. 3 seam (NC. 8 Mine). The A North Kine is the newest, and the most 

modern, mine inthe colliery. The portion of A seam being exploited averages 

about I2 feet in thickness, and dips at an angle of from 15 to 30 degrees. 

Mhing is dcne by the room and pillar method. 

Two miles northwest of Michel, on the south side of the drainage and 

directly opposite the western edge of Natal, the Coal Company is currently 

testing the basal coal seam in the area (No. 10) with an underground prospect 

that is called the No. 10 Mine. This mine was 

1960 and was sampled by the Cropco No. 10 Bulk 

Table VII). Under a date of February 3, 1961, 

follows relative to this mine: 

started during the summer of 

Sample (see Map No. 6~-578 and 

the Coal Company advised as 

"At the point where the prospect intersects #lo seam, the 
seam has a pitch of approximately 28 degrees and a thichess 
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of 54 feet. It is believed that the thickness at this 
point is abnormal, and that the average thickness would 
be approximately 40 feet. Little test work has been done 
on the coal other than an analytical section which averages 
approximately 13s ash, and a coking test which indicates 
good coking properties. 

"It is our intention to continue opening up this seam 
to the extent that a pillar containing approximately 
700,000 tons of coal would be available for extraction. 
During this period further testing will take place, and 
the possibility of a major operation will then be ap- 
praised." 

The present open pit production from the colliery is derived from the 

Baldy Mountain Strip Mine that is located some 5 miles northwest of Michel. 

!I!his pit is exploiting an area on the basal No. 10 seam that has been 

thickened due to local folding. Ws coal is variable in quality, but is re- 

ported to be generally low ash, low volatile, and from non-coking to fair 

coking (Newmarch, 1953). Thicknesses are reported to very from 45 feet up to 

110 feet, with the strippable area being over a mile in length (Newmarch, 1953). 

Treatment Plant: 

!lhe washery at Michel, built in 1938, has a capacity of 380 tons 

per hour. The following description is taken from Sweeney (1956): 

"!I!he coal is sized by vibrating screens prior to being 
transported to the 'Vissac jigs.' Coal is put over the 
7” 'Heinrich' step-slot screen, the plus 7” fraction goes 
to a hand picking table where the rock is picked with the 
plus 7” coal being segregated as domestic fuel. The 7” x 
1-5/8n fraction goes to the #l Vissac jig while the i-5/8” 
x 0" is screened by six two deck 'Platoi screens into i-5/8” 
x 3/8” fraction (#2 Vissac Jig); 3/8” x l/4" fraction (#3 
Vissac Jig) and the -l/4" fraction is taken to an American 
type air table. The clean coal from the jigs is tsken to 
the five Vissac driers where a stream of air at approximately 
700 degrees F removes most of the surface moisture. The clean 
coal is then fed to a co-n loading distributor where it is 
size mixed to specification." 

Prior to 1939, coke was produced in beehive ovens, but since that 

date it has been produced in horizcntal Curran-Knowles by-product ovens, of 

which there sre now 4 batteries totalling 52 ovens. These coke ovens have a 

capacity of 245,000 net tons of coal per year to produce 180,000 net tons of 
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coke. The only sable by-product produced at this time Is coal tar, which is 

sold to the Canadian Pacific Railway for making creosote. 

A briquetting plant, built in 1954 at a cost of $562,000, is now 

shut down. 

Mining Costs: 

On the basis-of production, indicated cost and efficiency data 

supplied by the Coal Company, we have estimated the current cost per ton of cleaned 

coal from underground mining, f.o.b. the washer-y siding, to be $6.@/ton. The 

information and calculations leading to this figure are tabulated on the folloting 

page. 

Strip minJng at Michel is presently done under contract with the Emil 

Anderson Construction Company, Ltd. The unit price for rock is $1.55 per yard, 

and for other materials $0.50 per yard. 'he total cost f.o.b. trucks for coal 

depends upon the overburden that has to be moved and the writeoff. Presently 

the Coal Company is charging out the overburden at $1.16 per ton, the loading 

at $0.60 per ton, and other miscellaneous charges at $0.30 per ton. This comes 

to a total of $2.06 per ton f.o.b. trucks, or 46% of the direct mining cost per . 
, 

raw ton of underground coal ($4.52). I 
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. 

ES'TXATE i)F COST Pw TON 07 CLEANED COAL 

:-'iJ5 WASii%tY SIDING, MICHEL, B. C. 

L&La . I z-aa Zrowts Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited: 

1960: Sales . . . . . ..I........................ 460,515 tons 
Used for coke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...187.460 n 

I8 at plant........................ 24,498 * 
Total 672,473 ' 

90.3% was undergn>und 
production or 607,452 * 

1960: Total Employees 12/31/60 

iJG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 527 
Surface...................lf+3 
Office & shops............ 26 
Total 646 
Not chargeable to 

mining $r 01 

i960: Average cost per manshift UG......... $15.98 
n tons produced per KS UC...... SAA . 

Percentage of ding cost 
represented by labor............ 65% 

From above data, following esttiated cost derived: 

$2.9375; labor cost/*ton rau 
coq nFnm 

$4.52 direct cost/ton raw 
coal, mining 

dasher-y loss @ 9.85%(l) O.W, 

Est. Washery cost 0. 
+ 5.W direct cost/tan 

cleaned coal 

Plus 2oJ for taxem, 
administration, 
overhead (Ir open 
ating contingencies )l.cB 

ESTlHATlD TOTAL . . . . . . . . 96.19 cost/ton cleaned coal 

Note (1) 5 yber average % of vasheq refuse.... 9.85% 

- 
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PHYSICAL WORK - CROPCO '60 

Summary Statement: 

Essentially all work conducted during the 1960 field season was 

concentrated on that portion along the western edge of the coal basin that lies 

between Coal Creek and Morrissey Creek. For purposes of brevity, this area is 

referred to as the Morrissey Ridge Sector. The Kootenay formation outcrop 

along this ridge front was mapped (1" = 750'), 15 ridges making out from the 

major range front were completely pot holed and the discovered coal seams 

trenched and described, and diamond drill access roads were constructed and drill 

sites prepared on both the face and the backslope of the range. ti addition, I2 

adits were driven into weathered coal seams and 9 four-ton bulk samples were 

taken for metallurgical test work. 

During the peak of the field season the project personnel averaged 

33 men, including Noble, Still, and Okerlund, breaking down as follows: 4 

party chiefs, 4 assistant geologists, ll trenchers, 1 overman, 2 firebosses, 

-4 miners, 2 supply men (chargeable to mining) and two bulldozer swampers. Of 

this group, two men (both geologists) were American and the rest were Canadian, 

with 25 being residents of either Fernie or Natal. 

In the early part of the summer, essentially all of the field 

personnel were camped out because of the inaccessibility of the Kootenay along 

the face of the ridge. By mid-summer a sufficient number of access roads had 

been constructed up to the base of the Kootenay to allow for the closure of 

. most of the camps. 

Diamond drilling was not started until late in the season, and as a 

result no holes were bottomed. 

Additional work late in the season consisted of the partial trenching 

of two ridges in the Hosmer area, the construction of a lo-mile access road up 

the backslope of Fernie Ridge*, and the taking of one four-ton bulk sszple 

mt portion of the western edge of the basin between Coal Creek and 



Bore of Kootenoy7 
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A. Portion of Xorrissq Ridge fmnt, from about 
Bidge 5 (on left) to Ridge I2 (on right). Hote 
24icrcmare tower on s@Une and Elk River in 
newforsgmnd. 

. . 
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B. Portion of Mo~issey Ridge front, from about 
Ridge 8 (on loIt) to Ridge U (on right). 
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,r. . from the seam being explored by the new Ho. 10 Mine at Michel. 'Ihis work is 
ic' 

'shown for the most pat-t on Map No. 6~14-4. 

wing the year, a total of $192,=8.@ was expended on the Cropco 

Boject. 

Trenching: 

Due to the fact that the coals within the region weather more rapidly 

than the. enclosing rocks, by far most of the coal seams do not outcrop, but 

rather are covered by a mantle of either soil, coal bloom or slump debris. 

Because of this factor, it is necessary to dig through the cover, at closely 

spaced intervals, in order to prospect for coal seams in new areas. Since this 

cover is usually at a minLmum on the crest of the ridges, pot holing is done 

directly on the ridge lines, and whenever coal is indicated actual trenching is 

-conducted until both the floor and roof of the seam, or cosly zone, are exposed. 

In most instances, the removal of only some 1 to 3 feet of cover is necessary 

to expose the coal, but then it is normally necessary to go into the coal for 

an additional 2 to 3 feet in order to get into material that is sufficiently 

unweathered to describe. In a few instances (such as ridges 13 and 21), 

. . 

trenches were dug to 

cover or the zone of 

Due to the 

depths of up to 8 feet without getting through either the 

coal nbloom." 

very steep nature of the hillsides, it was not possible 

to use mechanized equipment for this work except within the immediate Morrissey 

Creek srea, vhere some trenching was done with a bulldozer. 

Wing the past season, some 12 men were usually chargeable to trenching, 

and the work was directed by the various party chiefs (i.e. geologists). 

Following the exposure of the coal seams, the coal was measured and described, * 

these detailed descriptions being enclosed with this report. During the summer, 

in the order of 4,500 linear feet of trenches were dug. A typical trench is 

shown in the photograph of Figure 4B. 
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Figure 4 
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A. 

B. 

A. Lower portion of Kootenay formation - looking north f’rap 
top of basal Kootenay sandatone on Ridge 10. 

B. mica1 traach In a banal Kootenay coal 8~. (R-10) 
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Geologic Mapping: 

The outcrop of the Kootenay formation was mapped along the Morrissey 

Ridge Sector all the way from Coal Creek to the Morrissey Creek. This work is 

shown on Map No. 6~-323. The base used for mapping were enlargements of the 

B. C. Provincial aerial photography of the region. As these photographs were 

originally taken on 5" x 5" film, and the enlargements were 30" x 30 n (approximately 

1* = 750% a great deal of distortion resulted. However, this distortion was 

removed by radhl line plotting from adjacent photo centers. The topography 

shown on Map Numbers 6M-323 and 6~-14J4 was taken from preliminary topographic 

sheets that were prepared by the Dominion Department of Mines and Technical 

Surveys. For Map No. 6M-323, topography was enlarged to 1" = 750' from the 

original maps which are on scales of 1:40,000 and 2" -:l mile. 

'Ihe Morrissey Hidge Sector was divided into three segments,,a north, 

central, and southern area. The northern sewnt was mapped by Gsrnett Pessel, 

a graduate student from the California Institute of Technology. The central 

segment was mapped by Brian Murphy and Raymond Hughes, Murphy being a geologist 
. . 

recently graduated from the University of B. C. and Hughes being a school teacher 

that had scme three years of undergraduate geology training before switching to 
, 

education. The southern segment was mapped by Harry Lawrence, also a graduate 

student from the CsJifornia Institute of Technology. 

While the quality of this mapping may not be the very best, it will 

suffice for the project's needs at the moment. It is likely that the Cropco 

‘61 program will include the re-mapping of this section. 

Mi-=WandBulksamWng: 

Due to the large amo?u.nt of rainfall and snow fall in the area, the 

coals weather for quite a distance back from the outcrop. Due to this, it is 

necessary to drive adits into the seams for some distance before fresh coal, 

for metallurgical testing purposes, can be obtained. In order to determine 
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when fresh coal was reached (other than by megascopic observation) it was decided 

early in the program that the seams would be sampled, and partial analyses run, 

.at ten-foot intervals as the adits progressed. The assumption was that when 

two or more analyses were essentially the same, relative to vola.tKLe on an ash 

free-basis a.nd coking characteristics, that fresh coal had been reached. This 

procedure was followed, the results of the partial analyses befog appended 

hereto as,A!erxHx B. In general, it was necessary to drive about 50 feet in 

from the outcrop before consistent analyses were obtained. 

Upon reaching fresh coal, the seam was then sampled by either raising 

and winzing or by crosscutting from the floor to the roof of the seam. 

Drawings of these workings, which show the description of the seams, the n&hod 

of sampling, and the relationship of the sample to the surface, are bound here- 

in as MBPS NOS. 6~-570 through 6s578. 

The samples taken were to be four tons each, and, for the most part, 

this figure was adhered to quite closely. !?3e sampled material was placed in 

canvas and/or burlap bags at the adit sites and weighed on bathroom-type scales. 

The sacks were then packed on horseback to the nearest road and transported by 

Land Rover to a central weighing and loading area at Coal Creek. At this point, 

the coal was-weighed more accurately, as it was placed Fn SO-gallon steel drums, 

the drums'were labelled and the samples shipped either to Robena or the &III+ 

mercial '&sting Iaboratory. 

In all, nine &-ton bulk samples were taken from the Morrissey Ridge 

Sector, from the a&Lts on Ridges 9 and 10, and one four-ton sample was taken 

from the new No. 10 mine at KLchel. 

Unfortunztely, adit- was started only six days after the start of 

:\_ the field season, axd before any knowledge was had of the geology locally. 

For this reason, two adits (NC. 1 and No. 4) had to be later abandoned, since 

they were in locations where, due to geologic structure, they either could not 
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result in a fresh sample (Adit No. 1) or where they represented a repetition of 

. . effort (AdIt No. 4 being driven in the same s&m as Adlt MO. 2). 

"l&e crew chargeable to mining consisted of one overman, two firebosses, 
! 

four miners, and 2 laborers. Wee headings were being driven at all times. 

Due to the inaccessibility of the adit sites to roads, all adits with the 

exception of No. I2 had to be driven entirely with hand tools (i.e., coal 

augers, cyclones, etc.). 

The underground mining work completed 

below, and the location of the various adits is 

6~144. 

during the summer is tabulated 

shown on Map NOS. 6M-323 and 

Adit No. Driftiq 
Footage 

Raising & winz- crosscutting 

l(abort) 
2 0) 

2 (abort) 
z 

87 

1: (2) 

g (3) 

9=3 

27.5 
9.0 

3:‘z 
xl:0 

34 

627 101.8 34 

(1) The top half of the seam being exposed by Adit 2 is to be 
sampled during Cropco ‘61. 

(2) The seam being exposed by Adit 10 is to be sampled during 
cropco ‘61. 

(3) Adit 12, .dri ven in the basal seam, appears to be in an area 
that is not representative, and will probably be aborted 
without sampling. 

An analysis .of the mining work completed to date has shown that an 

advance of 0.8 feet per manshift was achieved at a cost of $22.44 ner foot 
/-- I 
j-. (drifting, raising and crosscutting all combined). '&is figure includes all 

. . 
items chargeable to the mining account: labor , supplies, bulk sampling, caq 

charges, and transportation of mining crews. 



Figure 5 

A. Portal, Adit No. 2, Ridge 10 B. Portal, New No. 10 Mine - Michel 

e. Pack team hauling coal for buik 
samples, at end of road on Kidge 10. 
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Rosd Construction: 

bring the field season, two bulldozers were employed mst of the time, 

and as many as 5 for short periods, building access roads up the front of the 

range to the base of the Kootenay formation and building dian~nd drill roads 

both up the front of the range as xell as on the backslope. In addition, .s 

~-mile roadwas built up the back of Ernie Ridge to serve as access for both 

geological work in Cmpco '61 anit for drilling in Cropco '62. II-on past 

experience, it has been determined~that mad construction within the Fernie 

shale costs about $48a per tile. !The road constructed through the Kootenay 

formation to se- d.~~amord d.ri~ sites 4, 5 and. 6 cost an average of $1,722.63 

per mile, but probably could have been constructed for about $200 per mile less, 

since a 600 cfm rental compressor was on hand all the.time but vas only used 

on the road construction for the four days necessary to shoot through the basal 

Kootenay sandstone. 

For future reference, probable costs for mad construction of dif- 

ferent types is tabulated belcw: 

Area or t&Aerial 

Frontslope: 
Kootenay Portion 

Est. Cost per Mile 

$1,500+ 

Remks 

I.Bst of drilling and blasting 
required is to cross basal ss. 

Feraie shale 

Backslope 
DIEi Access 

Digs nell, only rare ss ribs 

Occasional mck, part of cost 
clue to mud conditiom 

In all, a total of 276 miles of mad were constructed during the 

field season. 'Ilhese reeds are shown on l&p NO. 6~-144. 

Diamond Drilling: 

me to the depth of the holes anticipated (3 each at 4,000'+), and the 

stringent drilling specifications upon which bidding was to be based, difficulty 

was encountered In obtaldng bids for 'the Cropco~'60 drilling. !Phree contract 
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drilling firms were originally contacted in early April, informed pf the coming 

.job, and asked if they would be interested in bidaing it. %ese firms were 

Boyles Bras. haling, Ltd., Joy Manufacturing Co. (Canada) Ltd.., and T. 

Connors Diamond wiling co., Ltd. AU three indicated interest in the project 

and specifications were mailed out to them on May 18. I$ Msy 25, both Connors 

and Joy had backed away from the Job "because of other connnitments." 

On June II, the Boyles.representatives arrived in Femie, and the 

site for IlDH BC-1 was ~examined by them on the l2th. While in Fernie during 

this visit, Mr. Jack McTeague, Alberta EZvlager for Boyles, stated that they 

could not bid based upon the specifications submitted by the Corporation, but 

that they MUM m&e a counters proposal. Folloting this, Mr. J. D. Campbell, 

Western Msnager for Boyles, visited the Columbia offices in San Francisco, 

and their counter proposal was written and submitted under a date of June 22, 

19.960. The original specifications were revised to conform to their proposal, 

and a contract for one hole was awarded on June 30. 

Esoyles' foreman, Mr. John I~val, arrived in Fernie on July 25, and 

a railroad car of camp and rigging equipment arrived on the 26th. l!he drill 

rig, a J?ayles BBS-4 capable of 6,000 feet of depth, and an a-foot. steel 

derrick arrived~in a second carload lot on August ll. The hole was collared 

on the morning of August 24, the intervening period beti used to make a 

permanent winter camp -and to set up the rig and derrick. 

Bzyles had a great deal of difficulty with the hole from the very 

start, partly due to the extreme hardxess of the El& formation cmomerates, 

but mOre largely due to their mown equipment breakdowns, poor drilling practices, 

and very poor expedition of need& supplies and repair parts. They were either 

broken ~CWLI, stuck in the hole, or awaiting parts or supplies for 3% of the 

potential drilJ.ing t-ha. Bssed upon iYr. Qkerluod's drilling cost estinates, 

it would appear that Boyles lost $U,600 (or $6.01 per foot) on the 1,934 
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feet of hole DDH TX-1 completed to date. The total cost of the hole, tb the 

Corporation, amounted to $34,206.42, or $17.70 per foot. Enclosed, folloting 

this section, is other pertinent data regarding the hole. 

From a geological point of dew, very little was learned by the 

drillirg,since it. was stopped, on November 24, only a few feet after having 

passed through what is~belzteved to bk the zone of No. 10 scan, this seam being 

very near the top of the Kootemy coal measurea. A geologic cross section 

through Ridge 9 and the drill hole is bound as tip No. 6H-3l.l. Severalthin 

coal Seams) or coaly zones, were crossed above the MO. 10 seam srea, but core 

recovery in sll of the coal weas, as tabulated below, waS.veiy poor; 

Coal Seams of DDH BC-1, O-1934 Ft. 
Coal 
Core 

Coal Zone Footage coal Rec. 
Froln To Ft. Re!?WAS -- Thickness .& $ 

(1) 1002.0-1009.0 7.0. 7 .o 0 

(2) l17300-1175.0 2.0 0 (3) 1359.o-13360.0 1.0 3 
t 4) 5) 1534.0-1535.8 1438.0-1439.5 1.5 1.8 1:s 

0.5 5: 
0 0 

(6) 16&X5-1794.8 16.3 i-6 4: 

(7) 1756.0-1772.3 16.3 13.1 4.5 34 --- 

35.1 8.6 24.5 

coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
coal 
Interbedded coal &d 

shale 
From top: 1.5 sh., 

:.; cgd (6% 255 rec.), 
* ., 1.8 coal, 

0.7 sh., 3.0 coal, 
0.6 sh. 

,-. 

'Eze two potentially mineable width seams are underlined Fn the above 

tabulation. In addition to theses, one interval of 3.0 feet of coal (@.+n$: 

core recovery) was encountered. in zone (6) above. 

!Fhis hole tiid establish that mineable tidth seams may occur withti 

the KL?z fornation, the best Indication to date being the T-foot seam en- 

countered at 1002 feet cf hole depth. Due to the lack of core recovery in 

this initial intersection, the zone should be wedged and redrilled during the 

cropco '61 progrm. The significance op coal this high in the stratigraphic 
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c section is major, due to the considerations of (1) the FncreasFng purity and 

'coking properties of the coals tithin the Kootenay going upxard in the strati- 

graphy and (2) the ramifications relative to tonnage of sesms that are suf- 

flciently high in the section to be covered by less than 2,000 feet of cover 

'over broad areaa ~tith3.n the basin. 

IbrIng future drillinguithinthe basin, comideration should be 

given either to corbg the Elk formation or wed.gFng and drilling all mineable 

tidth coal seams encountered within the Eyr while coming out of holes after 

completion to their findL bottom. depth, 

Aerial photography: 

Ime to the fact that the existing aerial photography of the region 

was deemed as being not entirely suitable for our purposes, and because of 

the complete lack of suitable scale topographic coverage, the project had the 

n&in Crow's Nest Coal Field re-flown during the latter part of the summer. 

!lMs mrk was done under contract by Spartan Air Services,~Ltd., 

of Calgary, Alberta. The flying was done at two levels, resulting in photo- 

graphs on scales of 1" = 5,000 feet E&L 1" = 2,000 feet. Complete topographic 

coverage of the basin, on a scale of 1" = 2,000 feet with 25-foot contours, 

was Included in t&e contract vith Spartan. These topographic naps are to be 

delivered on or before i%y 15, 1961. 

Hel-Lcoy?ter Use: 

Helicoptirs were used twice during the summer: once in the early 

period of the progrm, to move camp aal mining supplies up to the IRidge 9 and 

10 areas, and once late in the summer to reconnaissance the proposed Alberta 

Natural Gas Coompany right-of-way routing. 

Actually, two helicopters were used during the esrB swmer, as the 

one initially sent in to do the job crashed on the first day (se= photograph, 

fcllowing page). Fortunately, the pilot was not killed, although he sustained 
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A. Site of drill hole ENS1, from Microxare mad. 
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B. Close np of drilling rig - drill hole BC-1. 



Helicopter after crash - note Elk River 
in the background. 
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injuries to one leg that will partially cripple him for sll unknown period of 

'time. Toe e~cl~ent~oc~urred at the lower heliport on Ridge 10 while flying 

in tie timbers. Immediately after lezvling, with a 450-pound load of lagging 

strapped on to side baskets, a gust of wind 'ballooned" the air-raft off the 

platfonrl. Lacking flying speed, ti due to the load, the pilot ?oulrl not 

maizttain stability, a@ the aircraft tilted over backwards axI rolled for some 

distance dam the side of the ridge, ending up in the condition as shmn in 

%he photograph. 

C;st Data: 

During the yeez 1960, 2 total of $192,l28.89 was expexied by the 

Corporation on the Cropco Project, as broken dawn below: 

Account 
N- _.. Description Amount 

51 General Adninistration $ 30,715.65 

52 Property Acquisiticn 

53 Equipme?lt I-s,o35.30 

54 zwentory 2~17.56 

55 Sirveyiag a* Gology (tren&ing, mapping, 
bulk sr2mple expense) 35JW.47 

56 Construction and roads (dces not imlude 
drilling 233fss rods) 7,256-95 

57 CriEkg (all. item .zh~gezble to drilling 
irtclu3ing axess roa3s) 61,531& 

53 U&ergmmT Work lg,g62.y4 

59 mecial &rvizes (serial photography, 
geophysix, etc.) gag.74 

60 Mis~~lZz~.ous (Exzhaxge, etc.) 6,-w.% 

$192,128x9 

In arLiition to the abcve, _rroje:t carry-over expensss--e&t will 

have to be paid out of 1961 funds--amugt to approxtitely $17,.5Ocl. 
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General Mscusaion: 

The Kootenay formation contains all of the commercial coal seams in 

the area patily due to the manner of defining its upper contact, as explained 

earlier. -It has a variable thickness and contains a variable number of saems. 

Presently known data on the number of coal seem in the Kootenay, and 

of the stratigraphic thickness of the Kootenay, at different locations in the 

basin, are ae given below: 
r 

CO81 
Incl. Seems KootenayThick- 

TotalCoal DamTo neas (FL) R-k8 tocation #Seam 

Momissey (1) 23 216 

Fernle (1) 23 172 

-d (1) 23 173 

Spawood (1) 24 43 

bkwrlssey (2) 

Femie (2) 

Fernie (2) 

Hosmer (2) 

Hosmer 

Homer 

Michel (2) 

Mic.hSl (2) 

14 199 

15 159 

4 45 

10 100 

l5 129 

10 120.5 

18 a33.5 

5 47.5 

1 ft. 

1 

1 

1 

3ft* 

3 ft. 

3 

3 

1 

3 

3 

.3 

3,676 

2,250 

Includes Elk 
formation (7) 

2,050 

2,015 

Lower portion 

Upper portion 
(ProbabV l=gels 
Elk formation) 

2,063 (3) 
II ,I Worked seams only 

'I As based on CFR 
mcktumel 

2,071 ("1 cropco '60 
_ trenching 

2,071 (*) 1'. '1 

3,600 (4) Ne%marCh reports 22 
"Mineable coal 8eems." 
Worked seems only 

(1) After I&ding, 1915; (2) After Old tit. al., 1949; (3) After N -a 1953; 
(4) From Ne-nnarch but after Mac&y, 1933. 
(*) &sad on the assumption that the 45 ft. conglomerate found 125 ft. above 

the highest coal seam found is the base of the Elk formation. 
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For ccmprison with the above tabulation, the Cropco '60 trenching 

in the &xrlaseyRldge sector has indicated thattithFnt.hatarea the Kootenay 

averages 2,338 ft. thick, from the top of the basal sandstone to the top of 

"B" seam, and contains an average of 14.8 seams (in exces$ of 3 ft. thick) 

723th an average totalcoalofl~.O ft. More detailed information on the coals 

of the tbrrissey Ridge Sector are as shown on Maps No. 66145 and 66146 and in 

the table on the foUouIng page. 

This data indicates that the Kootenay formation Is thickest in the 

Michelarea (3,600 ft.), has thinned appreciably in the Fernie area (2,063 ft.) 

and then thickens somewhat again towsrd Mbrrissey (2,147 A.). Ne-cb 

reportsthatthe Kootenaythlns quite rapidly, tithamore thanproportional 

loss III coal seams, to'tbe southeast from tichel, restit& in ority 1,850 ft. 

of mtenaywlth 2 comercial coalsems near Corbinand1,600 ft. of Kootenay 

irith little to no commercial-coal further to the southeast& the old Flathead 

tonnsite. This ?~Odd indicate that the eastern side of the basin probably has 

considerably less potential than the Elk River side. 

Correlstion: 

Mstrict Wide: 

Due to the locally rapid changes of sewn thicknesses, and intervals 

between seams, none of the past attempts at district wide correlation of coal 

zones in the Cm's Nest area have been very successful. During his study of 

the di8trict Newmarch (1953) made a very thorough evaluation of all known 

methods of broad scale coal seam correlation and tried to apply each such 

method to this particular district. Included in his evalnation of lcllopm 

methods were the following: 

,/ 
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Hidge No. 

3 

lb 

18 

1 

7 

14 

10 

12 

15 

9 

17 

19 

21 

2c. 
u 

KOOl’ENAI IWtKATION k COAL SEAM THICKNESSES 

Heas. To 

B Ubper 

El upper 

B Upper 

B Upper 

YlO upper 

I10 upper 

110 iorcr 

YlO Lower 

Y10 iowar 

#9 

19 

#9 

YS 

#7 

Kootmay 

Thickness Section 

2538 j 
) 

2331 ) 
: 2338 L”. 

2147 1 

) 
2337 ) 

2133 

2l.u 

1780 

1895 

id8 

1904 

1796 

1664 

W6 (1680 - &9) 

I.220 (1515 - #a) 

L5u 
No. Ssama Total coal 

U) 219.2 ) 
1 1 

15 I 192.3 1 
,14.8 BY. 1197.0 IV. 

16 ) 218.3 ) 

II,’ 158.3; 

15 301.5 

lb 283.3 

11 277.2 

Ll 205.2 

9 213.2 

11, 243.0 

10 201.8 

9 156.9 

8 235.1 

a 208.5 

i 
. 
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(1) "tYlgyaL&A stratigraphy 

(ba) l.s.slne izis 
(c) contlrluous tracing 

(2) Plant Remains 
(a) Distribution of Flora 
(b) Spore identifications 
(c) Celiular plant debris 

(3) Non-marine fosafh 
(4) Bherent characters of the seem 

t 
5) Fuel Ratio 
6) coking charact-eriatics 

(7) RadAoactitity of the coal 5esms 
(8) Spectmgxaphic analyses of coal ashes 

For the details of Neumarch' s findings I refer the reader t3 his 

wP=. In essence, his findings Indicated that none of the abode teclmi~s 
T 

uem applicable to the coals of the Crow's Nest area save for the continuous 

tracing (i.e. walking along the outcrop) of seam and possibly the spectngxa@c 

am&-sea of coal ashes, UnfOrtunatd.y, due to the weather& characteristic5 

of the c3sJs end the large mounts of cover in the area the continums tracing 

of seam Is possible ow over small areas. The fkdings~ of Nemarch relative 

to the stuQ of trace elements In coal ashes shmed promise but were restticte3 

to the Mediate Michelsrea and may or may not be appli&ble over larger areas 

in the bada. 'IF's technique is, at best, extremes time consming, expensive 

aad la3orious since a sufficiently large umber of spectro&phic andysea of 

ash from each sesm be%ng cmsi&nd must be available to allow for a E+atisti%l 

snalysis uf "the results. 

hrllng (1915, pgs. 17 & 26) suggests a correlation between tie 

Mzriesey area (our Ridge No. 171) end coal creek and be&en mtiaaey sn3 a 

partis aectim masW on the South Fork 0,9 Michel Creek. In the attznpt a', 

cozdatim b,ztxx?1 the Mstissey area and Coal Czek D&lng assumed '&at, the 

cod sa1~ms =re persis*Dt for the seven mile intsrvx.1 and, based large- cn 

the elmila--ity of seam thicknesses, he cxrslste3 three of?& sesms with the 

three C>alCreek see~~s that ?q~ t3 the present have been ebisP4 wxke3 at +As 

hea. n !l!bat Is to say, he cwxelated We Mxrissey area seams ts 6~8 10 
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Upper, 10 her and No. 9 at Coal Creek. On the basis of the Cropco 'a 

.trenching, and the Morrissey Ridge Sector correlation as shown on Map NO. 

6G145, it appears quite probable that he actually was trying to correlate 

seams No. 7, No. 6 Upper and No. 4 of Ridge 17, with the higher aeems being 

worked at Coal Creek. No basis is avallable, at this time, on vfiich tc base 

an eValmtiOn Of hi8 e6Xu attempt at Seam CORehtiOns between bbRi66ey and 

the South Fork of Mlchel Creek. 

Moorrissey Ridge Sector: 

Map No. 6~145 shows the prelimimxy correlation along the 

Morrissey Ridge Sector. 'Ibis correlation is bssed upon the detailed strati- 

graphic section6 measured through 14 ridges, the geologic.mappiug done along 

the ridge.frunt during Cropco '60 andthe nature aud character of the seam6 

themselves. One of the prime control6 used iu th16 correlation, and the seam 

umbering, is the correlation of sandstone beds. Tentative ties have been 

made between Ridge land Coal Creek end between Ridge 21 &id Morrissey Creek. 

It appears that there has been no real standardization of seam 

numbering even within local areas of the coal basin. As shown on the left 

hsnd side of the correlation chart, Bewmr ch's and the Coal Company's (Crabb's) 

seam numbering, while similar, do not even agree entirely.- The seams along the 

Kx~Lssey Ridge Sector have been assigned numbers that correspond as clo6ely 

as possi3le to those u6ed by the Coal Company at Coal Creek, although a nu&er 

@f %pper" aud "lover" designations had to be throwc in to take care of some cf 

the less continuous seams encountered. 

in all, some 24 seams have been assigaed nmbers a6 a result of this 

caArzdatiozl. These seem designations, fxm the top down, 603 as foU.owz?.: 
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(TOP) 
"B" upper 
"B" Imer 

As can been seen on the correlation dart, many of these seams are 

continuous over long distances, althoughodytdebassland#6Upperseamsare 

traceable wlthout interruption uver the entire length be&een Coal Creek and 

Momissey Creek. 

Unfortunately, the Cropco '6Utrenckdng aid not go up far enough in 

the sequence to test the entire thidcness of the Kootenay in the case of 8 out 

of the 14 ridges (i.e. Ridges 7, 10, 32, 15, 17> 19, M Irma 21 are short of 

"B" EEUU) and in 6 of these cases they did not even gu sufficiently high to 

adequately test the zone of #10 seam. Also, on one ridge'(R-1) the zone 

where No. 10 sesm should occur was logged only as a ltcwerea area.” This 

information w3.n have to be filled in during the Cropco ‘61 field season t3 

ccznplete ourimoxledge ofthepotentialof theMrrlsseyRidge Sector. 

The tie fmm Ridge I to Coal Creek is entirely tentative am to the 

distance involved (16,000 ft.) between the two messurea sections. !I%e CorrelatiOn 

for this interval as shown, however, does appear to fit rkasonablg well. 

The tie to Exrissey, on the south, is the best that EUI be maae based 

on the data presently available. No information is at hand as to the exact 

location of ~cEvoy's measured section or of his methods in resolving the 

structural ccxnplications that sre so evident in that ares as a result cf the 

cnpc0%0 geologic mappinp. Based on this correlation, it would appesr that 

the stratigrqh52alJ.y highest mines at Mon-issey (the #O and #5 Mines) were 
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probably expl.oitingwhatuou3.d correlate with#lO Upperand#U seems at Coal 

Creek. Speculation as to comelation of seem and mine numbers between Morrissey 

and Coal Creek, beyond this, ia not warranted at this time. 

Nature of the Coal Seams: 

The coal seems of the district are highly variable ln thickness, in 

pur%ty and in coking characteristics. GeneralAzed statements that canbemade 

relative to these propertiee, as based on the Nxrissey RlGe Sector work, are 

as tabtitedbelar: 

(1) Favorable coking characteristics and volatile content 
normally increase going upward in the sequence 

(2) Seam thicknesses and ash content normalJy increase going 
down in the sequence 

(3) The ash content in the washed coals has a decided tendency 
to increase going dam in the sequence 

(4) Ash content can change drastically tithin relatively short 
lateral distances, although such changes in,purity do not 
appear to be the general rule. 

The follox~ table, based on the uashabil3t.y testwork, illustrates 

the above statements that are relative to volatile and ash. 

DATAON CROFCO'60 BUIK SAMPLES - --..- 

(Ft.) cropco '60 Washability IMa - 1.55 sp.- a. 
Seem # !i?hickness Sample # f~ Recovery (*) B Ash $ S f Vol. 
#lOL 4.9 9 47.6 Il.08 0.88 26.34 
#9 14.3 1 93.0 4.u 0.48 25.81 
#8 15.9 2 83.7 7.10 0.50 23.74 

P7 a.7 3 55.8 5.94 0.52 24.31 

#6 13.0 6 85.4 8.30 0.56 21.63 
#5 15.1 8 86.3 8.12 0.56 20.09 

#lU 15.9 5 86.1 7.79 0.47 .18.d 
13.1 4 67.0 8.97 0.53 18.30 

#a 32.7 (8 7 82.0 9.95 0.a +7.99 

#lo “‘““21 6 . 10 85.1 9.50 0.35 177.99 19.97 

C&C. 
$Vol. 
(AFB) 
29.62 
26.91 

25.55 

25.83 

23.59 
EL.85 

19.70 
x).ll 

19.97 

(*) lhcludes 200 x 0 fraction 
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The coals of the district all appear to be low in sulphur content. 

pe arailable past reports have classified all of the district coals as being 

medium-volatile bitmainous. However, based strictly on &tile (AI%) content, 

since complete analyses are not as yet available, it would appear that the 

coals below No. 5 seam would more correctly be in the rank of low-volatile 

bit-us (AS!lM Classification by Rank). 

While seam thicknesses are quite variable relatively few seems occur 

that are less than a mFnimm (3 ft.) mining width. AS shownby the figures 

In Table VIU (under Potential Ore Reserve Estimates), the'coal XithFn the 21 - 

seams included lathe potential reserve calculations vary in average thick- 

ness fmn 3.2 ft. up to 41.8 ft. but the over-all weighted average thiclmess 

for the coaltitMn the 21 seams is lg.0 ft. Appended in the rearare allof 

the measured stratigmpUc sections and detailed coal seem descriptions cover- 

ingtheNxrisseyFkHge Sector work to date (Maps No. 6M-304 through 320). 

!Fhe coals are frmuhardto soft, frombrightto duJ.landfmblocQ 

to fissile, frequently all types occurring in one seam. The nmber end thick- 

ness of the waste partings Is highly variable. FixrUngs for the most part are 

&ale in composition but thin layers of clay, bog iron and sandstone also occur. 

Ash content In the unwashed coals is also variable. At the points of. 

bulk aampUng in the adits, beyond surface weathering effects, face samples 

fm 5 s-6 (-$cs, i% if% #5 and i@) were between 6.0 and lO.C$ ash while the 

other three seams (#lOL, & and #l U) aampled were 26&'64.$ and (*) 15.0 

respectively. Additional data relative to ash from face samples is appended 

(Appendix B) l 

(*) fT0; pBdl-b2was driven in bone in the floor of the coal seam. See 



TWO types of waste material occur Within the coils: (1) that which 

.is interbedded as visible seame and bands of clay, shale, bog iron, sandstone 

or bone, and (2) that uhich is so intimately admixed tith the coal that it is 

not visible by the unaided eye. On the basis of the coal seam detail descrip- 

tlons, the percentage of visible coal in each seam has been calculated and 

posted on the Potential Coal Reserve Ed3.mate Section (Map No. 6~146), 

coarse impurities making up the difference between the Pi‘&re shown and 1X$. 

This compilation showa that the seams, for the most part,'are quite consistent 

in the percentage of contained coarse waste material, the quantity of such 

wake usually increasing t-d the ends of the seams where they are lensing 

Out. No consistent relationship in the quantity of coarse waste in the vertical 

plane, frwm seam to seam, is evident nor.18 there any geol&lc reason to assuIpe 

that such a relationship xculd&st. 
. 

Due to the apparent consistency of the percentage of coarse waste 

laterally within a given seam, the weighted average percentage of such waste 

should be taken into consideration in the future in select&g sites for bulk 

sampling so that the resulting samples till be as representative as possible. 

Conversely, this same reasoning can be utilized to-evaluate the representativeness 

of the bulk samples already taken, as tabulated bel&z :,~ - ~ :':.y: ,.:: 

Visible Logging Data 

AdIt jf sample # At PoPo;t of Sa~~~ling Seam # i7tla Av. Entire seam 
$ Crs.Waste $ Coal $ Crs.Waste 

#lOL ll 9 76 24 
2 2 1 95 93 
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On the baaia of the above tabulation, it is readily apparent that 

the samplea taken from seams #g and #3 are tnily representative while those 

taken from B- #lOL and fi are not representative of the 'over-all seams at 

all but reflect local areas that are appreciably dirtier than the average. 

The other samples are from areas that are either alightlyditiler or ellghtly 

cleaner then the average hut are all, at least, in the Bame general order of 

magnitude as the over-all seam averages. These observationa are of more than 

pssing interest when one considers that the samples from-seams #lOL and 747 

(the two that are decidedly not representitive) gave the least favorable re- 

coveries In the washability testing. Another factor testifying to the 

unrellabilitg of our present single sample of #10 seam as being representative 

over any appreciable length is the fact that #lO seam has been one of the major 

producera of the area, both at Coal Creek and apparently it Ewrissey BB well. 
4 

Uppemost Seems: 

Most of the information at hand relative to the quality of the.coala 

of the Crow's Nest dlatrlct is based upon only those seadns that occur in the 

upper portion of the coal measures. Of these stratigraphic%.ly high coaLs it 

can be said that they are low sulphur, from moderately to':stmngly coking, 

medium-volatile bituminous. The ash content, in the natural &ate, varies from 

low (6:) to high (15%:) but they are easily cleaaed, by conventionslmethods, 

to an acceptable ash content of less than 8$. The coke produced from these 

cc&s is,, on the basis of wt conmmption and test vork; entirely acceptable 

for blast furnace use. 

/- 
. . 

Ibe best testimony as to the quality of these uppermost seams is the 

past production, of both coal and coke, from the district: At the present time 

the Michel Colliery Is producing at the rate of approximately 6CO,OoO tons per 

year ~5th the mw coal averae;ing between @ end @ ash and the washed coal, for 

the Japanese market, being held to less than 7.58 ash. Eurlng 1960 the 
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Corporation used some 17,593 tons of this coal at the Columbia-Geneva plant in 

Utah. 

During the Corporation's 1949 investigation 4 samples were taken 

frcm Coal Creek and 5 from Michel, all representing seams that were, at that 

time, being mined (Old, 1949). In addition to this information, several of 

the Cropco l&J four ton bulk samples from the Morrissey Ridge Sector also vere 

frcm se- in the upper portion of the coal measures. These data will be 

discussed, under the title of "Coal QcalLty Testing Program," at a later 

date. 

lmer Sssms: 
. 

The seems within roughly the lover one-half of the coal measures 

appear to be markedly different, both physically and chemically, from those 

In the upper half. These lower coals appear to be lowvolatile bituminous, 

they are higher in ash and they are probably, for the most psrt, only weskly 

coking at best. 

,,- 
. . 

Bowever, these lower seams are frequently of great thickness; they 

are low in sulphur and, in some cases, they may still givk washed coal that is 

acceptable from the standpoint of ash. These seams are of decided consequence 

in the evaluation of the district potential, from the Corporation aspect, since 

their greater thicknesses xctid contribute rapidly to expanding proven tonnages 

and they may prove to be, to a presently unkroxn extent, entirely suitable for 

purposes of blending with the strongly coking ccals of the upper seams. 

At tie p,-esent tiPe the only factual data relative to the quality of 

these lover coals is that which was obtained by the test &r-k conducted on 

the CLropco '60 bulk samples taken from these seams. On the following page is 

a brief tabulation of the vashabillty teat results of all ten of the Cropco 

'60 samples. lphe reader will note that the samples from the lover (Ho. 5 and 

below) seams, with one exception, result in washed coals -with ash contents 



Crop0 
!3m8 Srrpla kilt i,lwr 

No. Lo. lo. Thicla1.88 

LO L 

9 

8 

9 

3 

2 

3 

6 

8 

5 

4 

7 

10 

u 4.9 rt. 

3 UC.3 

6 15.9 

7 (+I 20.7 

8 33.0 

9 15.1 

3 15I9 

5 l3.1 

2 32.7(h) 

mchd bs.6 

Crop '64 
A. R. stm. 

~kOfA!LT OF CALCULATIONS USE0 ON UASHABILXTT TESTIN 

0 I.45 *. g , 0 1.55 80. Kr. 
Frnotlon Usd % Raovery % hh’ % Sr F VJf. % Becorsxy % Ash % S $v,H. 

l x200 
t l x0 

l x200 
i l x0 

(entire. - 

+ x200 
t l x0 

+ x200 
i l x0 

+ .x200 
l r x0 

+ x200 
i + x0 

+ 
t 

x200 
l x0 

+ x200 
t l x0 

l x200 
t l x0 

+ x200 
t + x0 

35.87 
LO.67 

69.09 
73.99 

46.89 
52.49 

n.15 
75.95 

73.32 
7b.n 

73.87 
79.07 

55.10 
59.10 

63.42 
67.02 

74.89 
n.59 

6.34 0.85 27.49 
9.56 0.90 26.55 

3.38 0.43 25.86 
3.67 0.47 25.8% 

(7.35)(0.59) (25.19) 

5.22 0.48 24.25 
5.70 0.49 24.25 

4.18 0.51 24.77 
5.35 0.52 24.48 

&.&I@ 0.57 22.26 
7.10 0.57 22.08 

6.83 0.56 20.39 
6.99 0.57 20.33 

6.U 0.46 18.32 
b.b2 0.47 la.28 

6.05 0.50 1e.58 
7.36 0.54 u.5b 

7.43 0.30 la.47 
7.64 0.X 18.51 

8.01 0.33 IA.22 
8.28 0.34 I-8.25 

42.75 
47.55 

88.44 
92.94 

78.80 
83.70 

49.48 
55.08 

so.65 
85.45 

82.92 
8b.Y 

SO.Sb 
86.06 

(0) 4O.s of thla atlrq wmplo nw 79.6% A~I md dnke at 1.75 sp. gr. 

mot81 on4 tllolwsrono-h*lf or l su#Ovu rmqld duringCmpc0 '60 

8.56 0.84 27.11 
11.08 O.&I 26.X 

3.85 0.45 25.79 
4.u 0.48 25.81 

6.76 0.49 23.71 
7.10 0.50 23.74 

4.90 0.51 24.57 
5.94 0.52 24.31 

7.97 0.56 21.76 
6.30 0.56 21.63 

8.02 0.55 20.14 
8.12 0.56 20.09 

7.69 0.44 I.E.19 
7.78 0.47 18.16 

8.61 0.50 IA.31 
8.97 0.53 18.30 

9.88 0.29 17.94 
9.95 0.29 17.99 

9.39 0.34 17.95 
9.50 0.35 17.99 

I 

Y 
I 
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between 7.7% and % and recoveries In excess of 8C$. 

The interpretation of this test work will be discussed more fully 

at a later date. 
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he to the fact that the results of coking tests on the Cropco '63 

bulk samples are not, as yet, available the entire subject encompassed by 

thfsheadingwillbe covered In a supplementalrepxt, byDr.Vard Johnson, 

at a later date. 
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Reserve Estimates by Others: 

Nmeroua diatict xi&, and local. area, eetimates of possible reserves 

tithin the Crow'8 Nest Coal Field have been run in the past. These estimatee 

have varied as to the minimum Seam thicknesses included and depth of cover 

usedbutallhave one tiingin cozmon, namelythatthe potentialcoaltonnage 

ia very lasge. Tabulated below is the essential data excerpted from some of 

these early estimates: 
__ 

Source 

Mln.seam --(pt. 
Thickness TotalCoal -giLa 

YtXl- In& Used Area Cover 

Dovling 19%5 9 lb0 ft. --- 230 5qd. 1 

1946 M-=ilcIcay 3 ft. i&eble by 5.5 sq.mi. 2,500 
area5 

Olda, et.al. 1949 3 coking seams only: 

i 2 sq.mi. 3 2,500' 
North eid 47.5 10 as&.) 

, 

CoBi -co. 19G Actual Assured & Prob. Reserves 
Adjacent to Coal Cr. & 
Mlchel Hines: 

Coal Cr..... 
Michel...... 

!rons of 
coal(*) 

22.6 bllllon 

8.2 biubn (1) 

1.n billlou 

102.8 million 

* W mineable coal, reduce by 50$ to obtain recoverable coal. II 1 This estinate IS held as being the most realistic estkte for the entire 
district (includes both coking and non-coking coals). 

The moat exhaustive estimate of coal reserves conducted to date by 

the Corporation have been those made by Ur. J. F. Sweeney&(1956). s-=-=Y 

speclflcally limited his study to those ~coalsthstwereknowntobeofgwd 

coking quality; four of the uppermost seams in the Michel;area and two of the 

uppermost seamy In the Coal Creek area. ke to the scope of Sweeney's vork 

It le not only briefly summarized in table form below but the entire section 

on reserves of his report of 1956 and the summary of his special report of 1958 

are appended. 
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ZMFENEY - COKCNG COAL RESERVYES - 1956 
(’ 

(1) Total probably mineable coking 
coal reserve - Entire co.31 co. 
la.xlaa +3 ' thickness & leaa than 
2,500 ft. cover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

!rona -.In Millions 
Mixable Reserv# Recoverable Reserve 

i' 

2,350 1,175 , 

(2) Accessible tbrough.present mines 
or of reasonable access: 

(3) mafJ 

Michel are8 
Coal Creekarea 
MotisseyRidge Block 

not mea by coal co. 
Hosmer Block (now B.C. prov.) 
Large Jhminion GQv'n. Block 

23 ,* 
30 

25-5 

it;; 

11.5 
15 

(Lot&ion of specific areas and estimated cover, as shown on plate 
appended with &her Sueeney tonnage estimate data) 

The only modLfications that are appropriate to Mr. Sweeney's 

estimates, at this time, would be to correct for the prodAction f&n the Coal 

Creek andMichelareas since the date of his original rep& (July, 1956). 

mis would Bm0uzlt to 8 reduction of O* 0.3 million tons in the cosl creek 

ares and 2.98 million tons in the Michel mea to update &e figwes to 

Jan~l, 1961. 

Potential Coal Reserve - Morrissey Ridge Sector: 

A sufficient amormt of data is at band on which to rug. a preUminary 

estimate of the potential coal reserve of the tirrissey Ridge Sector block, 

even though little diamond drilling was Oompietea cIuring the 1yGJ field season. 

The block is defined, for the purpose of this estimate, &i being that portion 

of the western edgs.of the coslbasin~~that lies between our Ridge Numbers 1 and 

21 of the Morrissty FXdge front. 
- 

The following estimate of Potential Coal Reserve is not intended to 

be microscopically accurate but merely to indicate the order of magnitude of 

tonnage that can reasonably be expected to occur uithin the block. It is 
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baaed on the Cropco '60 geologic mapping, trenching, coal 8eem description ana 

subsequent correlation of seams. !i%is estimate includes only thoae aeama that 

are 3 feet or greater in thickness and that contain not l&s than &3$ visible 

Coal. No ema that occur on less than two adjoining ridges were included. 

In zonea~.where more than one mineable seam thitiess occurred, and where the 

Intervening material was not sufficiently thick to reasonably allou for the " 

extractionof more thanone ofthe seama, onlythata~ibich inour opFnion 

vas the most optimum xas included in the e&imate. 

5e seams were projected down Up, for the moat part, to either 

one bal3 of their outcrop length or to a maxImum depth of 2,000 ft. of 

vertical cover, whichever uas the lesser distance. Afeuexceptionato the 

"one-half of the outcrop length" rule do occur where special conditions &at. 

Estimated dip lengths were arrived at by the constzuction.of 6 geologic cross 

sections (bps NO. 6~-3~ & 6s312) through the treat ds of Midges 3, g, 

15, 17, 20 and 21. T%e 2,ooO ft.ofv&ical cover line veE thendetermined 

on these sections and the Cup lengths.were averaged for the blocks between 

adjacent cross sections. Average strike lengths within &e blocks between 

eectiona were obtained for each eeam. The seams, and poftions of aeams, 

included tithe eatknate are shownon Map No.6L-lk6. 

Cn the basic of the above conditiona, the total potentialmineable 

coal reserve of the 21 separate seams included inthe es&ate is as given 

belox 

Tona AverageWtal Avg Coal Avg Width $ k 
Width Width Waste Coal waste 

5=, 638,316 rn.85f 1g.wt 1.85' 91.1 9.1 

The detsilfrcmwhichthe abwetotalwas taken is shownon !lkbl.e A 

fouaring paga 63..~. 
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Of this total, thebulk samplea takenuere from seams representing 

-SOUX 335,929,375 tons, or about 66$, of the indicated 5ll:638,316 tons total. 

By dlfferencc, the quantity represented by unsampled seems 1~ 175,714,570 tons. 

Based on the results of warrhability tests and analyses of washed coal (1.55 

sp. gr.) from the gbulk samples -en, this 335,929,375 tons canbe roughly 

broken down as to qulL$y as few: 

Tons 
mB!r 

a. $ : $ Sulphur $ Volatile 

$=lLfl 35,w3,0~ 92.9 4.1 0.48 25.81 

NExlpm 
: : 

sernples #% ?, 5, 6, 8 
.- #% lo, 6, 5 176,147,440 80.6 a.1 0.52 20.46 

ww 
-wGs #3, 7, 9 
SeamB 87, 0, JDL 124,503,@5 73.3 9.5 0.41 19.51 

3359929,375 ~...~... .-. --. 
Ye.' ~~~ 
The detailonthis 335,929,375 tins, covering theminingtidths, ccd 

tidths, percentage of waste, etc. is shown on Table B foIlowIng this page. 

Several factors pertinent to this estimate that shouldbeput onrecord 

are as followa: 

(1) MO estimate vas runonpotential tannagebetween Ridge land Coal 

Creek, ontlie north, orbetween Wdge 21 andMo&isseyCreek, to the 

SOUth. Additional data as to the more accurate topogmqhy of both 

drdnage areas is needed to establish more p&&ely the 2,OCG ft. of 

cover by seems, and this data till be forthcoming with the new Spartan 

topgraphic maps that are due for delivery by May 15, 1961. 

(2) Reserves in addltlon to those shown for Seam #lO undoubtedly exist in 

the Eorrissey Ridge sector. Tne tentative coClation of seams (Eip 

MO. 66145) shows that our data tith regard to hat seam is in part 

fragmental and, as such, no tonnage was figured for No. 10 seam over 

sizeable portions of the area. 
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TABLE A 
_~ 

I T 
~(Tons in 1OOO'r) 

\ 

TABLX VIIS 

chhcrop Thiclmsss of ht.Dip TOllS ThiCkn0~S T&I8 
hlgth COd L-Q@ -e&al Waste Varta 

-1 

TL 
lM 
1u 

2L 
w 
2u 
4L 
4u 

ii{ 
7 
&- 
8U 
.8- 
9 

10 

BL 

l-15 
19 

&1X- 
1-3 
7-9 
9-15 
lib21 
l-4 
s9 
7-19 

El, 
7-9 

19,545 23.4' 2,283' 
2.215' 35.8' 2,375' 

37 7' --2. ~. ~_._ 2- 312~1,. I- 
13.7' 1,612' 

5.2l2' 10.6' 2.100' 

- 
_14;ws 

.~065' ~- 
5,625' 
9,637' 

24, SW 
5,3l2' 
9,790' 
5,JU' 

41-S' 2;250' 
2%7' 

20.1 
-2,5oa! 

2,250' 
7.8' 2,100' 

34.0' 2,300' 
3.2' 1,900' 

20.1' 2,250' 
13.8' 1,875' 

1-21 34,765' 
17-20 10 470' 

--lz3m.-L,‘ 3,225' 
l-3 3,225'~ I: :' 

..7:21 U,o45)', 
l-14 19,550' 
17-19 .7,49&l ..I 

El5 
4,425" 

11,832' 
l-3 3,225' 

17.4' 2,290' 
16.0' 2,500' 
14.1' 2,100' 

3.6' 2,100' 
14.6' 2,185' 
11.7' -2,785' 

6.2' 5,280'. 
4.9' 4,200' 
5.8' _5,280' 
6.4' 1,612' 

41,748 3.6' 
7,533 7.3' 

89,616 3.5' 
~2,851 $7 2. 3' 
4,639 T 1.6' 

~--52&837 % ' 3.0' 
-26/3= 5.4' 

10,176 1.3' 
6,312 0.0' 

79,905 3.0' 
1,238 0.0' 

17,710 2.6' 
5,498 0.9' 

55,4llS 2.2' 
16,752 0.6' 

3,818 2.0' 
974 

30,681 ,"I$: 
25,473 0.8' 

9,804 0.2' 
3,642 OS' 

14,494 0.0' 
1,332 0.7' 

6,430 
1,534 
8,327 

477 
698 

3,792 
4,895 

658 

6,774 

2,291 
356 

6,988 
628 

ZJ 
2,741 
1,740 

315 . 
372 

-- 
145 I '..- 

ml 34 4,425' 5.1' 2,212' 1,996 0.0' -- 

Totals I, Averages 19.0' 511,638 1.85' 49,814 

'EABLC 8 

s;raplc B .%=B# Tons Cod Outcrop Mining Coal Waste 
Length Thickness Thickness Thicknars 

1 9 35,278,060 27,0(0' 10.8' 
2 8 35,473,770 30,475' 14.7' 
3 7 16,752,OOO 10,470' 16.6' 

4tr5 lt! 79,760,340 23,110' 41.0' 
6 55,415,410 34,765' 19.6' 
7 

: 
89,615,9M 25,700' 41.2' 

8 5 5,497,920 5,x2 14.7' 
9 1OL 18.135.975 16,257' 5.7 -~-~- 

10.1' 0.7’ 
13.4' 1.3' 
16.0' 0.6' 
37.0' 4.0' 
17.4' 2.2' 
37.7' 3.5' 
13.8' 0.9' 

5.5' 0.2' 

Totals & Averages 335,x29,375 19.5' 17.8' 1.7' 
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(3) A separate calculation mn for coals of the thickness inted Of 

3.0 to 5.0 ft. tithin the ~orrissey Riage Sectorrevealed that this 

thiclmesa range accounts for only 2.54s (or 13,025,480 tons) of the 

total of 51~6~miul0n tom. 
. 

(4) Due to the refatively great strike length of many of these seams, 

as compared with the short down dip projections used in most cases, 

sometblng in the order of 80$ of this coal could probablybetemed 

"Indicated" rather than "Potential". 

Quite obviously, the completion of drillholes DDH EC-1 through 6, 

andthe newtqopphicmapping, till. enable amore accurate calculation of 

tomage to be run for this area foll.o'wing the Cmpco 1961 field season. 
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DEVELQm AND MIXDG COST EZIXUN!ES- 

Estimates for the coat of developing new areaa within the basin are 
. 

not consideredtobe appropriate atthlstime due to the earlyetege of the 

examination. At a later da*, probably as a part of the $2 Rm&ss Report, 

a sufficient amount of data wLl.l be on band to allow a selection of the most 

dpnnxlsiug area, excluding those currcnt3y in production, for starting new 

mines. Atthattime, athoroughand complete appraisal&the cost of develop- 

ment of a new mine, or mines, would be meadngfd.. 

with regard to curn?n t district mining costs, -& have estimatid 

that production frum the Michel underground operation is &esently costing a 

total of $6.49 per ton of cleaned coal, f.o.b. cars at t$e nashery siding. 

Present open pit prOauction is reported by the Coal Camprrsv to cost $2.06 per 

ton f.o.b. tnxks. L&e detail3 of these estimates are included uder the 

Michel ixea section of "History, Dsvelopent and Production." 

Thisundergrallndcostflgurelsvergmuchinilneviths~ 

estimates in the psst, when escelation.for- inci-easing labor and sqp4 costs 

is taken into consideration. Sweeney estimated the cost of underground cltmea 

cc& production f%m the district in 1956 t&be $5.85 per ton md the actual 

Cod Cmpsny cost for 1948 (Old, 1949) was rqxrtea to be. $5.50 per ton. In 

order to ccamnpxe these figures more accurately, it is import& to note that 

the rate of gross annual production has been on the decline since lg'j6, being 

apprcahately onemillioptons per year in 1~48; and LI~.I.UW tons in1.956 

butonly 0.6m~~ontons~n1960. 

Quite oavious4, a newmine vitb greater mechanization and cleardng 

facilities could mauce the $6.49 per ton cost to sOme extent. 

A new t-vo year Wage Agreement was recently signed between the Coal 

operators Association of Weatem Canada, of which the Coal Company is amember, 

and the United Mine Workers of America, the union representing the xorkers of 
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the dLstrict. Qds agreement, which went into effect 3uQ 3, 1960, prwideS 

for a wage increase of k3$ per day, effective July 3, 1960, and an additional 

Increase of hOd per day effective July 3, 1961. This wage increase on July 3, 

1961 will, obtiouely, affect the mining costs as given herein. 
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MIFiEE GFioLLm 

Mine Access: 

me -QS that h&L been pti~ipuy exproitea in the district to 

date - Michel, Coal Creek, Morrlesey - have been concent&ed in the major 

cross drainage8 of the basin where access to the gently dippIng coal beds 

could be made by driving hatige ways in along the strike of the Beams. This 

manner of access Is, for obvious reasons, the most economic and advantageous. 

Areas such as the Monlssey Ridge block, or at least those portions 

that are too far frm the Coal Creek or Morrissey Creek drainages to be 

advantageously exploited by the past district procedure, pese a different 

problem. Such apeas of relatively elevated coals could Se exgloitea in either 

oftuonays: (I)thedrivlngofrocktunneLsthrouepthe~mieshaleand 

Ko0tenayfomation, inunder the coal, from+m-tvagup the ri$ge front and 

then m&hg up along the dip of the seams, or (2) by putting in good access 

rcds up the face of the r%dge to the various favorable seam outcrops and 

sinking inclined shdts that -ELelthe Cup oft&e maltsems. While the 

building of access roads up the front of a mountain mass such as Morrissey 

Ridge could ody have been done at a prohibitively high cost dudng t&e earls 

period of the district's develo~ent, modern earth moving equLmnt m&es 3hiS 

procedure of eqloitation economicallg sound. 

Water, Gas and Drakqze: 

Tomyhuuledge the existing, ~aprdo~, ope&Aons in the district 

have not encounteredenygreat amount ofdifficultyfrom uaterproblems. In the 

Michelarea scznexaterfindsits way into themine, tJn-ou@ 0lav0rkFngthat 

I(- "hole out" to the surface, during the period of spzing snow melting but this water 

finds its uay dam to, and discharges out of, the rock tunnel haulege level. 

DrzrLng -the 1960 pond drilling, a heavy flow of water, under artesian 

head, w-as encountered in IlLlEt EC-1 at a depth of frm 230 to 240 feet. This flow 
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i- - not inrmediately gauged but some 24 hours later it was determLned to be 43 i 
Llperial gallons per lllknrte. The inflowofwater did cause scpne diffictityin 

the drUllng operationbutitwas finally cased off. Framthe nature of tbia 

a-teaian flow it is believed that its source was a reservk of trapped water 

immdtately above, or between, conglomerate layers of the Elk formation. 

DraInage of kter that finds its vsg Into the U&ES has not been a 

district problem to date~for tm reasons: (1) all past workings have been 

servedbyhaulage levels dkLvenwith the grade in favor of the load, and (2) 

little work has been attempted below the level of the creeks. In the event of 

the exploitation of elevated coals, such as the Morrisse$kAge sector, drainage 

should not be a problem if the areas are developed by deep level adits. In the 

event of the mining of these coals by inclined shafts drven downerd from thekr 

outcrops, pwnping of any xater influx vould have to be anticipated. 
I' 

-While gas is a problem atsnycoalmine, the exkasive psstoperatlons 

inthis district should serve to illustrate that the problem locally is not 
.. 

greatly mom serious than eL3mihem. Some of the past reports thatreferto 

the oldMon-issey operations credit the extremely gassy&we of the coals 

inthatarea as causing the temAnat.ionof the ope&Ams.-Cue to the fact that 

these mines have been closed for nany years, and any factual data on them is 

extremely scanty, this factor camotbe entirely erialuatek Iiouever, it is 2 

probable that many factors, other than gas, also contributed to the troubles of 
.̂  

the l-ffmriasey area. 

limps and Outbursts: 

Local outbursts and bunps, and occasional sizesble disasters, have 

f 
F- occurred Fn the district. The folkwing review of these hszards is taken 
L 

131rect4 frm Sweeney (1956, p. 9): 
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"!dhile not directly related to the geologic structure, one of the 
major underground mtning hazarda in this are is the sudden release of 
ground stresses which have appeared in two claracteris‘tic forms, namely 
'bumys' and 'outbursts,' the latter being commonly referred to in this 
locale 8s blowuts. Rumps can be divided into three.,classes, namely 
1) Coal bumps or bounces in which the coal seam alo- moves, 2) Face 
buarps where material is projected out frmn the face end ribs, 8nd 3) 
Mstrictb~s which usually occurs 300 to 500 feet back from 8dPancing 
faces when the veakest strata, u.suaUy the floor, is forced out from 
under the pillars that are crushed and/or shattered.,. 'Outbursts' are ,"-‘ 
the result of stresses within the coal bed resulting in the coal being i."~~"i i-" 
blown fram the worldng face into mine openings occasionally in enormous*-. 
quantities. 'F%mps' have been experienced mainly at the Elk Iliver !. 1 
Colliery, and the most serious mankfestation occurred in large sections 
of the MO. 9 and 10 seam. 'Outbursts' at the Ells River ColU.ery occurred 
d.n 8 CWpEUati?feb restricted area (8 sham canoe-shaped fold in the 
MO. 10 se8m), some of which were of almost incredible violence. Similar 
phenomenahave occurred at Michelandalso attwomines of the Carbonado 
Colliery. On November 18, 1904, at the Czrbonado Colliery, occurred one 
of the largest outbursts in the district which was one of the major 
contributory factors to the closing of this operetion. At this the, 
there were over 4,ooO tons of coal biown from the face with a result in 
loss of 14 lives." 

Roof end Floor Rocks: 

The roof andfloor rocks of the mineable se8ms of the district are 

usu8ll.y shale although in some instances they are either conglomerate cr sandstone. 

Elmer, Fn most instances the shale-is from firm to hard end is sufficiently 

competent to allow for safe mFning uith only 8 reasonable amount of d%lUtiOn. 

Local areas of ktcompetent shales in the roof do occur, 88 in the %w ETO. 4 

mine at Coal Creek which required heavy timbering, but this is not the district 

rule. 

O-refburden: 

It has been found through past tistrict experience that the usual 

ecomnic mlnlng Udt for &pth is 2,000 ft. of vertical cover. Beyond this, 

end locally even at more shallow depths, the incident of bumps and outbursts is 

IT' 
L, 

such, in conjunction with the general increase in support necessq, to make 

mining Impmctical, at least by present methods. 

StNCtIIJX: 

The structure of the district, 8s related to m.inkcg geology, can be 
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divided into two categories, viz. faulting and folding. 
-~ 

!!&c faulting off, and displacement of coal seams, has givenriseto 

mining problems locally. Ihe temination of mining on the north side of Coal 

Creek is largely attributable to this type of structural complication. lkwever, 

the large areas exploited both south of Coal Creek and at~Miche1, even though 

local faults were encountered, would suggest that this &blem is not one which 

cannot be overcome. 

formation, could give rise to serious reining problems. Geologic mapping con- 

ducted in the district, including that done during Cropco'60, has demonstrated 

that roughly the iower one-third of the Kootenay sequence is locally subjected 

to very sharp folding but that this structure dies out ra&ly going qward in 

the sequence such that the upper portion of the measures are undeformed. Waile 

this type of structural complication could certainly create serious mining . 

problems, it is a local condition that must be evaluated, in conjunction with 

the many other factors, within each restricted area where it occurs. It should 

be noted, however, that this local foiding uf the basal Kootezxay seam is &at 

has given rise to all of the areas of sufficic;lt thkkeoing of seams to support 

open pit, or stris mining, opexatisos. 
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Purpose and Scope: 

The cropco '61 program has been planned to accomplish the 

fo&wi*: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

the reconnaissance of the entire Coal Company holdings to 
obtain specific information as to its over-& potential, 

the evsluation aud appraisal of the Option 3 (Michel) area, 

the completion of the drilling program on the Morrisseg 
RJdge Sector, and 

the continuation of detailed geologic and bulk sasqliog work 
on the west side of the basin, northward from Coal Creek. 

The approved budget for this pmject, for the 1% year, is 

$376,700 as detaIled in a later section under the headlog of Estimated 

cost. 

Personnel: 

The minimum technical. personnel necessary to accomplish the 

above listed aims, excluding the project supervisory staff, has been 

estimatedby the writer to be 7 Senior Geologists, 6 Assistant Geologists 

and one Senior~mning Engineer. The total field personnel necessary, 

both techuical a@ non-technIcal, ax-e as tabulated belou: 

General ,?Tunmarg of Fersomel 

Type of Work NO. crews 

Geologic Mapping Parties, 2 mau . . . . 4 
Michel Area Evaluation Team, 3 man . . 
Trenching : Tx-ench boss plus four 

4IEuLtrenchingcrens . ...*. 4 
Supervisor of Mining and Road Work . . 
MiIlillg: Overman plus six 2 man 

mining teams plus 4 laborers . . . 6 
Drilling: Geologist and assistant . . 
Office personnel . . . . . . . . . . . 

Total ITo. Men 

8 
3 

1-i 
1 

17 
2 

+ 
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The size, scale and inqxxtance of this appraisal is such that 

it should be conducted by the very best field personnel available. While 

it is not possible to obtain, for a four-month period, a sizeable staff 

of coqetent senior personnel that have had Past experience specifically 

in coal, it is Possible to obtain such personnel that are well experienced 

in mapping and interpreting structure in soft rock environments. It has 

been the aim of the writer, over the Period of the past four mntbs, to 

engage such personnel within Canada. 

Prior to the start of actual field mapping, a one-week period, 

of May 24 through 31, is to be spent in familiarizing the geologic staff 

with the local geology, nature of the coal seams and aims of the project. 

Stau&rdized forms for the recording of both coal seam descriptions and 

stratigraphic columns have been prepared and standardized mapping procedures 

have been xorked out. 

The Senior Mining Engineer, experienced in coal., to head up 

the Michel. Area exandnation team is to be provided by the Corporation. 

An abundant supply of non-technical persouuel is available 

In the Fernie-Natal area to met the needs of the project. 

Reconnaissance Work: 

Due to the fact that the entire effort, Put forth by the project 

during ~ropco '60 was restricted to a single very small portion of the 

basin, our knowledge of the over-all potential of the Coal Company 

ground, save for this small area, is the sama now as it was a year ago. 

This condition must be rapidly rectified. The recomaissmce of the 

entire basin, to gain reliable information as to the potential, or lack 

of it, within specific areas is one of the principal aims of the 1961 

Prom. 
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The reconnaissance work will consist of the geologic study of all 

areas of Kootenay formation outcrop. The work will entail geologic mapping 

(directly onto 1" = 2,000' scale aerial photographs), relatively wide-spaced 

trenching and stratigraphic column measurements and the delimiting of areas 

with presumed open pit potential. In conjunction with this work, key index 

horizons in the Elk and/or BLairmore formations will be selected and mpped 

back into those major drainage areas within&e basin which have a reasonable 

likelihood of containing Kootenay coal seams at depths of less than 2,000 

feet of cover so that the potential of such areas can also be evaluated. 

It should be possible a year from now to establish a "potential 

priority rating" for the various tracts controlled by the Coal Company, 

both from an underground mining and an open pit point of view, as a 

result of this work. 

Without such primary Imailedge of the vast Coal Company holdings, 

it is impossible to determine where exploration (or coal tornage develop- 

ment) money should be spent to gain the most advantageous results. This 

reconnaissance work, quite obviously, should have been done during the 

first field season of the option. However, that was not the case, nmklng 

it even more pressing that it be completed during this second field 

season. 

'IWO geologic mapping teams will devote their entire summer 

to this phase of the project. They will. utilize pack horse teams and, if 

necessary and desirable, helicopters. In the early part of the Summer 

each reconnaissance party will consist of a Senior Geologist, an Assistant 

Geologist and a packer. Within approximately one nonth after the 

beginning of the field season, each partyuill be augmented by the addition 

of some trenchers. 



Michel Area Exanination and Appraisal: 

Because of the optioning arrangement, the Michel area, to this 

date, constitutes a seven million dollar question mrk. It is my opinion 

that the potential, and worth to the Corporation, of this Option B 

property should be precisely determined before the close of the second year 

of the option period. It is anticipated that such au appraisal, as a some- 

vhat distinct and separate study from the balance of the project, will be 

accoqlished during the Cropco ‘61 season. cl.leto the nature of this 

appraisal, and the special. problems involved, it should be conducted by 

a Senior Mining Engineer and a Senior Geologist jointly, the Mining Engineer 

to be well experienced in coal miuing practice and to head up the examining 

team. 

This examination is to determine not only the dollar worth of 

the presently existing mining, washing and cokiug facilities but also the 

reserves, or potential reserves, within the three separate and distixt 

category blocks that are excepted from Option A (see Plate 1). 

Diamond Drilling: 

As a result of the little diamnd Mllisg that was accomplished 

during the past field season, the over-all appraisal is one year behind 

in that phase of work. As a result, the drilling to be conducted during 

~ro-pco ‘61 WFU largely be that which is necessary to provide proof of 

down dip coutimcity, and additional. samples, from the Komissey Ridge 

Sector. 1n addition, late In the season some short hole dxilliug will 

probably be desirable to fill out the Michel area appraisal, assuming 

that bu&etary limltatiocs will allow for such cdditicnzl drilling. 

It is anticipated that the drilling of the Fo!orrissey Pidge 

Sector will follow the general recommendations as laid out in 2 special 
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report by Still and Okerlund under a date of August 18, 1960. This report 

compared the cost of drilling 3 deep (4,000+ feet) holes from the backslope 

of the range to the drilling of 6 holes of moderate depth (2,500f feet), 

three of which would be on the backslope and the otlerthree on the fmnt- 

Slope. It was clearly shown at that tine that the combination of the 6 

moderate depth holes was the most econordcally advantageous, even when the 

cost of constructing a road up to the fmntslope sites was included. As a 

result of this study the frontslope mad xas constructed and sll drill sites 

were prepared during cmpco '60, the road and driU.ing sites being located 

as shown on !&p Ko. 66144. 

These six drill holes till test the coal measures in the 

Motissey Ridge Block at three sections that are approximately equally 

spaced between the exploited areas at Coal Creek and Morrissey Creek. The 

bottoming of hole DDH E-1 plus the drilling of the other 5 holes is 

estimated to run to approximately 13,900 feet of Mlling. 

Femie Ridge DetaF1 Area: 

At this stage in our knowledge of the district, it appears entirely 

likely that the uestern edge of the basin (the Elk River side) has, for 

various reasons, the greatest.coal potential of all of the Option A ground. 

For this reason, detailed geologic work and bulk sanpllng, paralleling 

that done on the Morrissey Ridge Sector, will be conducted northward from 

Coal Creek, along the Fetie Ridge Sector, during the coming field season. 

This work xill consist of the geologic mapping of the Kootenay 

outcrop along the range fmnt (at a scale of 1" = 1,000 feet), the trench- 

ing of SOII& 16 ridge lines and the taking of bulk samples both at Coal 

Creek and at some point yet to be determined north of Coal Creek. In 

addition, bulk sampling will be coupleted within the Morrissey Ridge 



Sector and at Notissey Creek. 

The bulk of the Crupco ‘61 field personnel will be assigned to 

this vmk: 2 geologic mppi~ parties, 17 men on trenching and 17 men on 

mining for bulk samples. 

~arard the end of the season, when sufficient data is at hand 

to allow for tha intelligent laying out of diamond drill sites for the 

testing of the Fernle Riaga block, roads and drill sites till be constlvcted 

foruse during the1962 program. 

Estimated Cost: 

Tha budget which has been approved for the 1961 year of the 

Cropco project totals $376,700, as broken down below: 

Acc't Noo. Item $ 

51 Gen'l Admin+tratlon $ 35,000 

52 Acquiring Property -o- 

53 Equipment (vehicles) $ 24,500 

54 Inventory $ 000 

55 Surveying mdGeology $ 66,700 

56 Construction and roads $ 4,200 

57 Drilling (incl. .&-ill roads for 1962) $150,009 

58 Underground Work $ 35,300 

59 Special Services -o- 

60 Misc.: 4Gov't fees, exchange, etc. $ 15,O~ 

$336,700 

Laboratory charges $ 40,000 

Total $376,700 

This budget is that which v&s originally submitted by Dr. 

James A. Noble on September 10, 1960. while the prasectly contem$ated 

program does not exactly coincide nith that plamed by Noble it should be 
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possible to stay within this total. budget figure although the final 

distribution of funds, by account numbers, willvary somewhat from the 

above. 

The item which is most apt to upset the contemplated program, 

or the budget, is the cost of diamond drilling. The budgeted figure 

(of uhich $135,000 is for drilling and $l5,000 for roads) is based upon 

an estimated drilling cost that is realistic but which may or nray not be 

in agreement tith acheI. contractors' bids yet to be received. In the 

event that the most reasonable drilling contractor's bid is gros& in 

excess of the estimated dril.l.ing cost, either the contemplated drilling 

footage will have to be curtailed or the budget increased. Because of the 

fact that the project is already one year behind in dlzmond tilling, 

it would be quite damaging to the over-all appraisal to curtail drilling 

footage in 1961. 
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THE CROWS NEST PASS COAL COMPANY, LIXITED 

HISTORY - THE COMPANIES' LANDS 

r'- 

FREEHOLD LANDS - In 1889 the Government of British 
Columbia Crown granted to E. Bray and others, Lots 81 to 86 on 
Martin Creek, Group 1 Kootenay District, containing 2,409 acres: 
cm March 26, 1889 to The Crov's Nest Coal h Ulneral Company. 

In 1890 the Government of British Columbia Crown 
granted to The Crow's Nest Coal h Mineral Company, Lots 151 
to 161 on Michel Creek and Lots 162 to 171 on Coal Creek, 
all in Group 1 Kootenay District, and containing respectfvely 
3,480 and 4,320 acres. 

Freehold 

Lands 

On the 17th of April, 1893, The Crov'e Nest Coal h 
Mineral Company deeded these lands, 10,209 acre8 tn aL1, to 
the British Columbia Coal Petroleum and Mineral Coupany. 

Are.3 

On the 22nd of May, 1897, the British Columbia Coal 
Petroleum and Mineral Company deeded the lands to The 
Xootenay Coal Company, and Certificate of Title dated 3rd 
June, 1897, was issued vesting the lands in the latter Company. 

10,209 

Acres 

The Kootenay Coal Company later, by change of name, 
became the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Company, Limited. 

These lands totaling 10,209 acres are usually 
referred"to as the "Freehold Grants." 

SUBSIDY LANDS - The Crow's Nest 6 Kootenay Lake 
Railvay Company was incorporated in 1888, its Charter giving~ 
it authority to construct a Railway in the Crov's Nest Pass. 
The controlling interest in the Charter was the same as in the 
Kootenay Coal company. An act passed during the same year 
gave it a land pent 99 feet wide for right-of-way and such 
erovn lands as were necessary for station, siding, terminal 
purposes, etc. In 1890 the "Railway Aid Act of 1890" gave 
it an additional iand grant of 20,000 acres per mile of 
railvay completed, the lands to be taken in alternate blocks, 
with a ZO-mile frontage on the right-of-way. 

The deficiency lands to be taken where selection in 
the prescribed manner was impossible, were specified. 

Later, by change of name the railway became "The 
British Columbia Southern Railway Company." 

C.N.&K 
Lake Charter 

Subsidy Lands 

Change of 

(After J. F. Seenq, 1957) 



THE CROW'S NEST PASS COAL COMPANY, LIMITED 

HISTORY - THE COMPANIES' lAND.5 (Continued) 

In 1897, The Canadian Pacific Railway Company ob- 
tained from the Dominion a charter for the construction of a 
Railway also through the Crow's Nest Pass, and coupled 
therewith a subsidy of $li,OOO.OO per mile, subject to the 
condition that should the C.P.R. by arrangement vith any 
other Company or with the B. C. Government, receive a land 
grant in connection uith the construction of the road through 
the Crov's Nest Pass, 50,000 acres of coal-bearing Iands 
be conveyed to the Crown. 

C.P.R. 
Charter 

Crown reeervation 
of 50,000 acres 

In the same year, (1897, July 30th) a tripartite 
agreement was entered into between the Canadian PacLfic Railway 
Company, The British Columbia Southern Railway Company and 
the Kootenay Coal Company, 

Tripartite 
Agreement 30 
July , 1897 

In it. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company 
Covenanted: 

1. To construct the Crow's Nest Pass Main Line. 
2. To construct branches, 
3. Not to mine coal for ten years from the date 

of the completion of the main line. 
4. To furnish facilities for the transportation 

of coal and coke. 
5. To furnish transportation to miners in parties 

of five or over at three cents per mile, and to 
6. Make a rate on the Coal Company's construction 

material of six tenths the ordinary tariff rate. 

The British Columbia Southern Railway Company 
covenanted: 

1. To sell lands other than coal-bearing to the 
public at prices subject to the supervision of 
the Lieutenant Governor in Council. 

2. To convey to the Dominion of Canada 50,000 acrea 
of coal-bearing lands. 

3. To convey to the C.P.R. six sections of 640 acres 
each, 3840 acres in all, out of the lands des- 
cribed in Section 16 of the Railway Aid Act of 
1890 as those from which selection should be made 
where such section was impossible in the manner 
prescribed; in other vords, the deficiency lands. 

4. To convey to the Coal Company the lands earned by 
the construction of the Eastern Section of the 
Railway, estimated at approximately 250,000 acres, 
excepting thereout the 3840 acres to be conveyed 
to the C.P.R. (No. 3 above) and so much of the 

covenant3 
by C.P.R. 

Covenants 
by B.C.S. 
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THE CROW’S NEST PASS COAL COMPANY, LIMITED 

BISTORY - THE CCMPANIES’ LM’DS (Continuedl 

50,000 act-is to be conveyed to the Crovn es fell 
within thfa area. 

5. To further convey to the Coal Company 10,000 acres 
of coal and petroleum-bearing lands. 

The Kootcnay Coal Company covenanted: 

1. To develop and equip coal minea. 
2. To furoiah coal at reasonable prices. 
3. That if the withholding from sale of its coal 

lande by the C. P .R. should result fn the 
imposition of Provincial, School and Municipal 
teea thereon, the Coal Company vi11 pay the 
said taxes, or faiIing which the C.P.R. shall 
be at liberty to diepose of the lande 80 taxed. 

The Coal Company’s land holdinga, therefore, as a 
result of the above freehold grant, statutes and agreementa 
we**: 

Covenants by 
the Koo tenay 
Cod co. 

Acre4 
10,209.00 

614.65 1. Freehold Grants (see page 1). 
2. The Peroie Townsite Block. This was prior to 

conveyance by the B.C.S. Railway to the Coal 
Company on the 5th of November, 1900, to 
facilitate the latter’e businees, and fe part 
of the Railway Aid Act of 1890. 

3. The Morrissey Townsite Block. 371.50 
This was a prfor conveyance similar to the above, 
dated 7th April, 1903. 

4. The lands l amed under Section 16 of the Railvay 
Aid Act of 1890, regarding the construction of 
Eastern Section of the B.C.S. Railway, approximately 227,838.95 

Note: The lands listed in the laet item (84) are 
referred to in the deed dated Decaber 1, 
1904, ea being approximately 250,OOO.OO acrea 
but there are the following exceptions: 

a. Six sections conveyed to the C.P.R. 
being 3,840.OO atree 

b. Conveyance to the Crown within 
thie area 5,000.00 acres 

c. B.C.S. main line and Coal Creek 
Branch righta-of-way 885.12 sod 
40.77 ac’rcs 925.89 acres 

d. Pernie Block, already conveyed, 
being 614.66 acre* 

Acres carried Forward 239,03&11 

- 3 i 
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TBE CFWU'S NEST PASS COAL COMPANY, LIMITED 

HISTORY - THE COHPANIES' LANDS (continued) 

Acrea Brought Forward 239,034.11 
l . Morrfseey Bloc& already conveyed, 

being 371.50 acrca 
f. Landa conveyed to the C.P.R. at 

Bormcr, (sold to C.P.Ry.Co. for 
$35.00) about 1,200.00 *cres 

B. The Coal Company's freehold 
lands being. 10.209.00 acres 

Excepting in all 22.161.05 acre, 

Leaving net as shown by item 84 page 3 227.8X.95 acre* 

5. The Coal and Petroleum bearing lands in 
"Deficiency Block A” being 10.000.00 

ToCal Land Holdings 249,034.u 

About the ~ame tfme, in fact the deed is dated 
28th November, 19Db, two days before the date of the deed 
to the Company from the B. C. Southern, the Coal Company 
transferred the following lands to the Crow's Nest Paas 

(- Electric Light h Parer Company, Limited: 
\~ 

Item No. 4, previous page "A" 227,838.95 acres 
Item No. 1, pravfous page "Bl' 10,209.OO acres 
Item No. 2, previous page "C" 614.66 acres 

238,662.61 acrea 
. 

The following exceptions were made from 
the transfer: 

From “A”; 

From "C"- , 

l4,P.M. Right-of-way 
at Carbonado 58.30 acres 
to B.C.S. ballast 
Pit 18.80 acres 
MFbM at Coal Creek 27.67 acres 

la.77 acrea 
See below 

Mutz b Scott Ltd. 2.69 acres 
Fernie Townsire 380.00 acres 
A. B. Trites .92 acres 
Harry Herchmer -92 acres 
Coke Oven Lands 14.53 acrea 

399.06 acres 

-4- 



ME CROW'S NEST PASS COAL CONPANY, LIMITED 

HISTORY- THE COW'ANIES' LAMX (Continued~ 

Some other lands upon which mining and other plants 
have been erected were also exepted from the deed of 
28th Novanber, 1906, but as the descrfptions were vague the 
Government required further descriptions and accordingly 
deed &ted 20th September, 1905 delimited the other lands 
uccpted in the first deed, as follows: 

Carbonado lands l,w+9.00 acre.9 
Lands at Coal Creek 
above tipple 1,440.oo acre8 
Hi&e1 lands 2,480.OO acrea 

Lots 167, 168, 169 
and 170 at Coal 
Creek 1.280.00 acres 

6,249.OO acres 

In all 6.752.83 acres 

Making the net transfer Co the Power Co. 231.909.78 acree 
and leaving the total holdings of the Coal Co., 
including land8 under the agreement for saie, above 
ucepted. 17,124.M *cres 

On the 30th of August, 1907, the Coal Company conveyed to the 
Power Co. 28.41 acres of land et Mfchel (part of 2,480 acres of Michcl 
'Hining Plant Lands" which haa been excepted from the conveyance of 
1904). This made e total holding of lands by the 

Power company 231,938.19 acre. 
Coal Company 17,095.92 acre! 

In Karch, 1909, (March 12, 1909) the Power Gmpany 
retransferred to the Coal Company all the lands firstly and 
secondly dcacribed in the Coal Company's conveyance to the Power 
Company of November 28th, 1904, end in deed of delimitation 
of 20th September, 1905, these being: 

Pfretly 227,734.18 acres 
Secondly 3,960.OO acres 

231,694.18 ecres 

The folloving drean were excepted from the recon- 
veyance by: 

-5- 



TEE CROW'S NEST PASS COAL CCMPANY. LLKtTED 

BISXORY - THE CCMPANIES' L4NDS (Continued~ 

Paragraph 1. 427 acres-North of the Yernie 
Tmmsitc Block 

2. 650 acres South of the Fernie 
Tmmsite Block 

3. 306 BCICS East of the C.P.B. 
rcailvay at Coketo 

4. 74 acres at Michel 
5. 920 acres at Michel Praria 

2,377 acreI 
n 6-16 

inclusive 708.256 acres 
Total 3.085.256 acres 

Making the net retransfer 
to the Coal Company 228,608.924 acrea 

Theer 
lands 
hald 
for 
future 
tmmai tt9, 

This land sold by Power 
Co. to outside Parties 

the above 

, 

‘. 

The lands remaining in the two Companies as a result of 
arc: 

In the Coal Company 
Pernie Tovnsite Proper 380.00 acres 
Morrissey Tmaite 371.50 acres 
NfnFng Plant for freehold 

lands 10,110.59 acrea 
Deficiency Block 10,000.00 *crcs 
Outside Lands 224.718.924 acres 

In the Power Company 
Fcmie Tovnsite Block 

(not in Pernie Tmmsitc) 
Hfchcl Townsite 
Land for future tomsites 
North of Pemie, 
South of Pernie, 
East of Cokato 
At Mfchel 
At Hichel Prafrie 

215.60 acres 

28.41 acrea 

427.00 acrea 
650.00 acres 
306.00 acras 

74.00 acres 
920.00 acres 

Total 

245,581.014 acraa 

2.621.01 acrm 

248,202.024 acres 
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THE CROW'S NEST PASS COAL COMPANY. L'BsIITFD 

HISTORY - 'JXE COMPANIES' L4NDS (Continued1 

Sales of lots have been made from time to tim? in all the Companies, 
Tomsites and Outside lands, but only those are deducted in arriving at the 
above total vhich appear as reservations or exceptions in the documents dealt 
vith. An sales are occurring constantly it would be impossibla to give an 
accurate total. Practically all the Pcrnie ToMsite Proper has passed out of 
the Companies' bands, also the greater part of the Pernit Amex, the Pemie 
T-site Addition and the New Mfchel Tovnsite. The latest townsite is the Pernic 
Annu ExtensirJn. The Femie Park has also been laid out and opened for sale. 

NOTE: Bagarding areas of land referred to fn the foregoing atatment8: 
The basis of the figures given in these statements is in aach case 
the deed covering same. In~the deed of the B.C.S. Railway Company 
to the Coal Company, the area thereof is given as "Estimated to 
contain approximately 250,000 acres." They have never been surveyed 
but a basis was agreed upon by Mr. McEvoy, then Land Commissioner of 
this Company, and the assessor for this District, vbereby the following 
areds vere accepted as representing the Company's original ownership: 

h Lot 4588 112,460 acres 
IO Lot 4509 130,000 acres 

Total 242,460 acre8 

Fran these areas there vere the same deductions which are shown frm 
tha areas as represented by the deed. This oote is to make clear 
an apparmt discrepancy between the above figures and those of the 
accessors' rolls. AU actual survey vould in all probability shov 
both to be inaccurate. 

All of the foregoing in regard to the Company's lands brings the situation 
up to December 31, 1916. 

Important changes since the foregoing statement was vritten outside 
of the transaction of a minor nature within the townsite sub-divisions already 
referred to, are the laying out of a sub-division at Cokato, 2 miles southwest 
of Fernit, the purchase of the land originally sold to the Ftrnie Lumbar Company, 
and the acquisition fraa the Canadian Pacific Railway Coupany through a long-tam 
lease of the Coal Creek Branch running bstveen Fcmie and Coal Creek. 

The Cokato Sub-dfvisioa consisted of 85 parcals of apprortitely 10 acras 
each, put on the market in 1916 at prices ranging from $30.00 to $40.00 per acre, 
with payments spread over 5 y~rs. Tbe property was put o* in raspoplre to a0 
agitation for land for agricultural purposes, an agitation fostered among tha 
awployees by Uaion leaders as a grievance, and to which the Govarmamt, itself 

,/- engaged in the consideration of settlement areas, lent a synpatbetic ur. Of the 
. . 85 lots offered in 1916, 57 have bea disposed of. 

-7- 
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THE CROW’S NEST PASS COAL COMPANY, LIMITED 

HXSMRY - THE COMPANIES’ LAXDS (Continued1 

Ibe Fernle Lumber Company purchased a millsite property which with a small 
subsequent addition totaled 103.58 acres. the property was acquired in 1905 for 
the sum of $7,268.10, including the addition. some years ago, the Company ceased 
operations, and vacated the premises leaving a caretaker occupying the proprietor’s 
house. The Coal Company’s property surrounds it, and it was considered advisable 
to prevent its being acquired by undesirable neighbors to resume ownership of it. 
The price paid for the land and the buildings on it was $4,000.00 

In 1914, the lo-year lease by the Morrissey, Pemie and Michcl Railway 
Company of the Coal Creek Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railvay Company expired, 
Negotiations were concluded with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company whereby the 
branch was taken over by the Coal Company on a nine hundred and ninety-nine year 
lease for the lump sum of $70,000.00 and an annual rental of $1.00 and taxes. 
The transaction was concIuded in 1917, the lease being dated June 30, 1915, and 
on final execution it was transferred by the Coal Company to the Norrissey, Fends 
and Michel Railway Company by agreement of July 3, 1919. In addition to the 
$70,000.00 above mentioned there was also expended in connection vith the acquisition 
of this Branch $1,897.00 for legal expenses which were charged to the Capital Account. 

The lands of the Coal Company are not on the market and subsequent to the 
transactions previously outlined there have been very few changes in the property 

/.- 
%C 

and these are only mfnor items, with the exception of the disposal of the old 
cemetery block in Natal, B. C. This block was subdivided into 12 lots in 1941 (aa 
plan No. 2050) of which the Provincial Government under the Land Act took one quarter 
or three lots. 
$450.00 per lot. 

The remaining nine lots realized a gross amount of $4,050.00 or 

Most of the transactions now taking place are lot sales made from the 
townsites and similar holdings of the Power Company, but these are also few in number. 

The following sheet is a print of the land holdings of the Companies, 
but does not show the miscellaneous sales which have been made. 
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APPEYDU: B 



Volatile Volatile 
Adit No. Depth* Matter A.F.E!.- 

i-- 

'1 10 19.9 
20 19.0 
30 17.2 
43 16.8 
2: 18.5 (1) 

2C.3 
60 (2) le.5 
60 (3) 17.1 

2 

3 

b 

7- 

10 u.2 
20 19.9 

3$op 33" 
19.9 
20.3 

lower 30" 20.1 
40 top 24' 20.2 

lower 36" 21.5 
50 top 361 19.1 

lower 36,” 19.5 
60 19.2 
70 15.4 

10 26.8 

40 z:p 2L" 
24.1 
23.1 

lower 36" 28.3 

a.2 lb.3 non-coking 
a.0 17.C non-c&ring 
21.8 8.6 non-coking 
21.6 6.2 ll9~-ZOkhg 

22.6 11.0 non-coktig 
21.7 6.8 non-cokicg 
22.6 4.7 non-zoking 
25.9 e.b non-caking 
20.4 4.6 non-coktiq 
21.C 3.6 poor 
2i.? 29.2 non-xklIlg 

35.7 25.0 non-coldng 
29.8 19.0 god 
29.3 4.2 good 
36.5 7.2 god 

1C 23.7 26.9 li.? non-cokhg 
2c 21.0 24.6 l-k.7 non-coking 
30 17.9 21.6 17.5 slight cakhg 

10 21.8 24.2 
20 tOF 15.3 16.8 

lower 1.4.4 2O.L . 

;o" 
18.5 20.3 
18.7 20.9 

5C la.4 21.6 

;:: 
10.1 
a.? 

10.8 
15 .o 

no-l-coking 
non-ctking 

fair 
fai P 
fiir 
fLr 

:j 
2 

10 33.3 

;: 
20.6 
21.2 

40 24.1 
50 24.4 

30 17.5 
40 12.5 
50 12.3 

34.6 3.6 non-coidng 
23.5 l.2.4 weakly coking 1 

24.6 13.8 fair 24 
25.9 7.0 sod 7 
27.1 10.0 very good 7 

27.3 
36.9 
34.5 

'6:.,' . 
64.3 

good 5 
good coking 1 
good coking 1 

23.9 16.4 
23.9 x.5 
23.E 27.8 
23.4 28.3 
24.3 23.8 
23.6 13.7 
21.3 13.3 
21.6 20.7 

Ash 

slightly caking 
poor 1 
non-coking 
poor 1 
weakly coking 
weakly coking 

0 14 
74 . 
8 
8 

(for notes se page 2) 
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iropco 1960 - ~&t Channel Samples (can't.) 

Volatile Volatile 
Abit No, Depth %tter A.F.B. 

.8 10 28.1 31.2 
;: 21.0 20.6 24.1 23.1 

40 21,l 23.4 

10 

11 

12 

10 36.7 
20 :;*6’ 30.8 
30 2018 23.2 
40 20.2 22.5 
50 20.5 22.6 

10 29.8 32.0 

;: 2.5 26.7 2; 
40 20.3 2218 

10 18.3 29.4 
;:. a.5 1643 29.1 32.6 

c 17.1 28.1 z: 

:: 16.5 16.0 19.3 18.8 

Ash 

10.0 
a.9 

u.3 
9.9 

hkil-lg Free 
PrOpertiSS Swellinq Index 

non-coking 
slightly c&king 
@CJd 
EOd 

16.9 non-coking 
16.8 non-coking 
10.5 Pod 
10.4 good 

9.5 fiir 

6.9 non-coking 
Il.2 non-coking 
16.1 non-coking 
10.9 non-coking 

Pg. 2 

37.7 ~ FJM 
50.0 (*I iPod 
26.0 ibd 

12.4 non-coking 
32.7 weakly caldng 
IA.0 *or coking 
15.0 poor coking 

Notes: + Distance in feet fmn cap of portal Set. 
H Volatile as calculated on an ash free basis. 

m Adit, 7 driven in a thick layer of bone in the imaediate floor of 
P the seam to be s~pled. 
.* Regarding adlt 1 samples at 60 ft., (1) is a special sample by 
b 
; . 

Noble, (2) is of the upper part of the seam taken at the point of 
a fold and (3) is the lover part of the S-. 

(+) Sa@e noted as having an unusually great azmunt of hard coa4 shale. 

a of the pbw samples were analyzed in the K&he1 i.abomtorY of 
the Crow's lisnt Pass Coal Co. 

AdIts No. 1 & 4 we= abandoned, adlt No. 1 bein located in a p+x- 
position stmcturally to obtain b good saqle and adit. No. 4 being 
A mpltion of a&t No. 2 since they were dotemined tc be in the sam 
9-. 

Adit 10 And I.2 an partially coqletcd and tili be sz?led in ‘61, 
as till the uppmr half of the sem being test& by adiL No. 2. 
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(After J. F. Feeney, Angmt 1,1956) Crvv’s Nest Peat cod co. 
Page 10 

The reserves in this report are covered in three phases, namelyr 
(1) the total reserves of coking and non-coking coals for the entire basin; 
(2) the amount of coking coal reserves owned by the Craw's Nest Pszs Coal 
Company, Ltd.; and (3) the coking coal reserves on lands contiguous to but 
not mmed by the Q-w's Nest Pass Coal Comparq, Ltd. A brief description of 

each is as follousi 

(1) xacKay(ll) In 19b6 published a total mlnable reaeme erhtita 
of 8,187 million net tons of coking an3 non-coking'coals for this entire bad.& 

Y!cXayts estimate vas made on the basis of including all seams wer three feed 
in thickness and under less than 2,500 feet of overburden. Ais estlzata cm 
the basis of 50% expected recoveq vmld yield a total reserrre, both coking 
ad non-cok% coals, of !~,09b million net tons for the entire basLn. 

(2) Reserves on lends ovned by the Crw's Nest Pziss Coal Cmpq, 
Ltd. include all seams over three feet thick and usually under less tha3 
2,500 feet of overburden. The total probable minable coking coal reserve 
for this compa~+s lands in the basin is a proximately 2,350 ailXon net 
tons which at 5C$ recovery would yieldr7 &W.llion net tons. Although 

4 
/,/7( ,(‘ 

them has not been large scale cootrolle analyses made as to the coking 

properties of all the seams, it is ~generally believed that the top three 
seams of the coal measures exhibit stronger coking characteri&lca than the 
underlying seams in the same measures. 

In the pas-t, these higher seams have been selectl-rely mined for 
coking and therefore the follovlng reserve estF.te includes enly those abm 
mentioned higher sems. A rcsd of the nimble reserves of knm cokbg 

coals on lands owned b tile Crow's !iest Pass Coal C-any, Ltd. is cutUned 
below ar?d Included tith the resumes of the gwaxzmxt blocks on Plate lie. 16. 

3-m of Cok- Coal Reserves &m?d by the Crcu's Nest Pass Coal Carca?~, Ltd. 

Net Ton8 

Coal accessible through present sines 37,coo,ooo 

Coal accessible thrmgh present mines 
or of reasonable access L6,oa3,ooO 

Coal of dFIficult access or remote fraa 
present operations 85,cqoco 

Total presently known coking coal resemes ~68,0Co,oo0 

The Total Eiinable Coking Coal Reserves Included in the Abwe Tonnages Which 
Are Contiguous to Present Operating Areas 1 

1. fihel Area 
a} Acceashle Xesemesr 

(1) 'A' Seam, Spanocd Ridge 
(2) ‘A’ North 

Wet Tens 
I 

21,cc0,030 
15,ooO,ooO 



Crow's Nest Pass Ccal Co. 
h? ll 

I:{ g i”“: 
1o,COO,OOo 

(5) ‘B’ ~~~ 
Tartly Extracted in #8 Mins 5,ooo,ooo 

1 

Total 51,~O,ooo 

2. Coal Creek Area 
(a) Accessible Reserves: 

(1) #9 and #lo seams 10,000,m 
(2) # and #l, East Mines l,cm,COO 

Total 11,mO,m 

(b) Possibly Accessible from Existing Mines: 
(1) Morrissey Ridge Blocks 15,OOo,om 

Total accessible minable reserves of known 
coking coal23 77,Qoo,cQo 

Reserves, as outlined above, are indicated on the acccmpanying 
Plate No. 16. 

(3) The additional blocks outlined on Plate No. 16 include Dominion 
Goverment lands. Estiaates on these blocks are tentative only, since data 
regarding thichess and lateral characteristics of the seams are almost 
entirely lacking. he following 2-3331’~~ estimates are made on the basis 
that OIE or more of the top seams in this area ;rill be of mtiable thickness 

and also posses suitable coking characteristics.. 

(a) Canadian Pacific Railway Block located on the 
eastern rim of the coal basin near the tom of 
Homer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,000,000 T. 

(b) Government Block southeast of Horrissey, B. C. . . ~O,C0C,OGO T. 

Total number of tons of minable coking coal 
on lands other than that owned by the Crou's 
Nest Pass Coal Compaq, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . ..53,000,~0 1. 



Coal Reserves Contiguous LO Existing Hines 

Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Cmpany 

Petnie, B. C. 

The coal reserves of the Crow’s lies: Pass COP1 Company property in 

the Kootenay land district of British Columbia a& summarized on Plate No. 1. 

This illustration is a duplicate of that included in the report “Coal Properties 

of Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company Limited, Pemie, B. C.” by J. P. Sweeney. 

The surmnary of mineable coking coal reserves adjacent to and accessible through 

existing mine facilities shown in the above report were compiled by the miter 

from detailed data examined and correlated during the months of June and July, 

1956. The detailed data used in the compilation of the coal reserve stated 

in the above-mentioned report are presented herewith along with other pertinent 

data relating to various phases of the calculations. 

The measured, mineable, recoverable coking coal reserve estimates as 

originally compiled were based on: (1) detailed geologic information, drill 

records and mine data compiled and made available to the writer by the Crow’s 

Beat Pase Coal Company; (2) field examination of coal seams where exposed by 

outcrops, test pits or trenching; (3) developed stratigraphic collcons at 

various locations based upon drill hole data end other geologic information; 

and (4) a study of variance in seam thickness, characteristics oi the coal beds 

and percentage of recovery under present mining prac’tice in all operating mints. 

After accwulation of pertinent information on coal seam location, etc. 

for purposes of estimating reserves the area1 extent of the coal seams were 

determined as follows: 

(1) The entire area of the bed was used in the calculation in those 

instances xhere the continuity of the seem or seams was well knoi-n 

frar. exaninetion of outcrops, mine s-orkings and drill holes. 
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(2) Ubere outcrop examfnotions indicated that the seam or seams were 

of uniform thickness and qallty around spurs or local basins, the 

aeem was considered to underlie the area enclosed by the outcrops. 

(3) Where the continuity of the outcrop extends for an appreciable dis- 

tance and the persistence of seam thickness suggests the preserca 

of coal et e greater distance from the outcrop-and vhere no data 

were available other than measurements along the wztcrop the remxm? 

calculations included the’presence of coal in a semi-circular are‘ 

having a radius equal to one-half the length of the outcrop. 

(4) The total rrea cf coal reserves was considered to extend beyond such 

a semi-circular area of determination only If mine workings or drill 

holes so indicated, in which case the coal was considered to extend 

only one mile beyond the lialte of the mine workings or drlll hole. 

(5) Any drill hole or outcrop located at a distance in excess of one 

mile frDa one of the previously defined areas ves considered to 

determine an arep of coal extending for a naximum~ redlue of one-half 

rile around the hole or outcrop. 

This eforementioned classlfleation for determination of reservea is 

in accordance with the methods developed and adopted for estlmatlon of coal 

reaervee by the Geological Survey - United States Depnrtint of the Interior. 

Tbc Cl.S.G.3. definitions recognize three clasaiflcatione of reserves. namely. 

~~easurcd, indicated and inferred. Keasurrd reserves II) siwm by tbe attvhed 

(Plate :h. 1) are fcr those aeza for vblch tonnage ha= beer. cmputed from 

obcervcd dlncnelooc rcvealrd in outcrop trenchee, n.ine vorkiqs and drill boles. 
r- 

. . . 
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The pohta of these observations and measurements vere in the vritar’s opinion 

SO closely spaced and the thickness and extent of the coal so defined that thn 

cmputcd tmmsge 13 judged to be accurate within ZOZ or less of ths true totA 

tommga. Although spacing of obsemtion points necessary to d-swat, 

contLnuity of coal varied in different regionr doponding on the character of the 

coal beds, the points of observatim are, in general. in this area not over 

one-half milt in distance. 

Tests indicate that most coals hrve a specific gravity of 1.29 

resulting in a weight per cubic foot for solid coal of about XI pounds. Q thic 

basis the coal reserves vere calculated at 1750 net tons per acre-foot or 

1,120,000 net tans per squrre mile foot. 

Shea all of the area measurements are based on level surfaces, no 

sILowencc was made in thr reserve estimates for the inclination of the coal 

~~CCIBU .- The general dip of the coal se- in this are. is between 20 to 40° vith 

an average of approximately 25 *, which, if r&en into conridcrst:m in the 

coupnution of ~sservt~s, would have increased the total qrmntity of coal by 

approriutely loz. 

After obtaining a total tommgc as dercrtbed certain reductions In 

tonnage verc necessary to convert the total reseme to (1) recoverable resects 

md (2) recoverable TC~CNCS of coal of known coking cbaracterirtice. This was 

Qne by: 

(1) Crow’s Nest Pass Coal Company in the past has used recovery factors 

of 602 for most underground operations and 80% recovery when using 

the caving cystem. E?mmvrr , res$ts of detailed investigations by 

Cody in Zllinois, 1949, Flint in chio, 1951, B. W. Dyer in Utah, 1950 

and Evmson in Pennsylvania, 19.46, have show that 1 mire realistic 
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retie of recoverable tonnage as compared with &oral tonnage of 

TCSeNeB 13 5oI. This factor allow for lone in mix-&g, coal 

left in place for barrier pillare, haulage and various other 

factors which the Cropco percentage of recover, figures do not 

comprebend. Accordingly, the tote1 reserve. we rcdvced 50X 

in all reserve calculations in this report. 

(2) Revious experience in the Crow's Nest Paas coal basin hra shcvn 

tht mining of coal from seama located under greater than ZOG.. 

feet of overburden resulted in hazardous und costly mining. 

Therefore, the reserves under greater than ZOM) feet of cover 

have not been included. 

(3) III viev of the fact that the prary purpose of this estimate was 

to determine the recoverable coking coal reserve of this region 

only those seama vhich were known to be satisfactory fm production 

of blat furnace coke uere included in the reserves. Only P 

few of the many se&e preeent in both the niche1 end Coal Creek 

mining erees have been tested sufficiently to justify their 

ipclusion in reserves suitable for metallurgicel purposes. 

Therefore, ail ~emss vbicb. hecauee of a paucity of geologic 

data. could not be cllasad aa meesured reserves or because of 

insufficieat fnformatioa could not be clnercd es kncnm to hrve 

setisfactcry coking cbarrcteristica have been deleted from tbz 

CslculationS. 

A: the time of this estimate the knwn aeam of eatisfxtory coking 

I_*_ chsractaristfcs vere lfnfted to the "B-, "A", no. 1 arid k30. 3 Bean8 et Xchel 
'_ 

and t& Ho. 10 end Ho. 9 seems In the Carl Creek wining area. 
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Subsequent tests by the U. S. Steel .nonroeville Research Lnboratory 

tuve shown that other seams in this s-e .rea are of coking quality and probably 

poaaesm beneficial blending properties aui,table for mixing with the three se&ma 

of coking coals used in the estimate, or suitable for production of blast furnace 

colu alona. 

Tba Total KCnerbb Coking Coal Reserves Included in the Above Tonnagea Which Are 
Cmtiguous to Resent Operatinp, Areas 

Net Tons 

1. Mchel &en 
(A) Aaxeas~blr Reserves: 

(1) *A" Sezun, Sparwood Ridge 21,000,000 
(2). "A" Rorth 1z.ow,ooa 
(3) I1 Seaa 10,000,000 
(4) 13 SLY, Partly Brtracted in #a Hine 5,00%~ 
(5) WV sea 7 

Total 51,ooo.ooo 

2. &AI Creek Arm 
(a) Accessible Rc~e~es: 

(1) )9 md 110 Seams 1o.Doo.ooo 
(2) 19 and CL, gast Mines 

Total 

(b) Possible kccssible from Existing Mrwzs: 
(1) Ilorrisscy Ridge Blocks 15,000,000 

Total mineable reserves 
of known coking coals 77,ooo.ooo 

Thicknesses of each sesm as indicated in the accompurfing reserve 

crlculatfon are based upon the opscrvrtiona and opinion bf the rmdcraigned as 

to the Q~icrl thickness to be expected of each of the se- within the are.~ 

of CAleuzAriml. Sampling perforared in 1956 from many of these .eaaa gaw 

thicknemmcs typical in s(~e of the areas I, shown on Plate Ho. 2. 

,- 

i 
This report md accompanying plates are divided into tvo rcctioas 

covering (A) the niche1 and (b) the Coal Creek or Pernie area. 
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It should be pointed out that the accompanyinS report includes only 

the ainenble, recoverable coal reserve ccmtiguous to or scccesible through 

existing mince in the Coal Creek end the Niche1 mfning areas. All re‘Crve* 

as included in thin report .re classified as "recnsured" ami do not include 

"indicated" or “inferrrd” reservea by prcaent U.S.G.S. standards. Thla resarra 

tatbate is clno limited to those coaILscxma which nre known at ~the tin oft 

the czamlaation to be satisfactory for the production of blut furnace coke. 

It necessarily follows that these reserves reflect only a wall part of the 

total recoverable reserves in the Crw's Nest fasa Coal Cwpany property. 

d,,& _ i 


